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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Education and learning are major social activities undertaken by every society. While learning refers to a
“..process of change that occurs for the individual”, education refers to a “transactive process between an
educator and student…[that may] include the larger institutional forces (e.g., the educational system)”
(Itin, 1999, p.91). Though different constructs, education and learning are also integrally linked to each
other. Conceptions of education have a bearing on how structured opportunities for learning are made
available to children, and theories of learning underpin the formal structuring and planning of education.
Therefore, understanding these interlinkages is important, particularly in the context of contemporary,
modern societies within which education has become a formal enterprise regulated to a large extent by the
state and other supra-national organisations such as the UN agencies.
The approach to learning adopted and undertaken within formal education systems have long been
recognised to perpetuate a politics of knowledge - that is, to valourise a particular worldview and way of
being, that often privileges dominant groups within society. Historically, this has also led to contestations
over the meaning of, and goals for education (Kincheloe, 2008). Questions about “what is worth
teaching” (Apple, 1990; 2004; Jain, 2015; Kumar, 1983; 2004; Young, 1971), and how this must be
transacted have been significant points of contention (Bernstein, 1971; Burman, 2007; Freire, 2005;
Kumar, 2004; Lingard, 2009; Miller and Seller, 1985; Scherff and Spector, 2011). While the dominant
models of education have been recognized to be geared towards preparing learners for adulthood and
future socio-economic roles (Becker, 1993; NCERT, 2006a; Peters, 2001), thus "...institutionalis[ing] the
distribution of knowledge and skills so as to perpetuate the relative class status of different groups in
society" (Heredia, 1995, p.893), alternative approaches to learning have emphasised the inter-relations
between individual experiences, social contexts and pedagogic structures, and knowledge use or transfer
(Brown et al., 1989; Clayden et al., 1994). The latter approach has been considered to be important for
reversing the historical disadvantages faced by marginalized communities in relation to education.
Undertaking this requires a systematic analysis of the philosophies or theories of learning that underpin
curricular and classroom transactions, which is undertaken in the following section.

1.1 Learning Theories and their Influence on Classroom Practice
The two predominant approaches to learning can be classified as behaviourist and constructivist. The
behaviourist approaches to education and learning view knowledge as a set of behaviours, and learning as
a set of passive, mechanical responses to environmental stimuli. Within this approach, learning is
conceptualized as an individualised, universal psycho-physical phenomena (Kumar, 2004; Livingston and
Sawchuck, 2000) that involves acquiring a standardised, distinct body of information that has been prespecified in detail (Gipps, 2003). Further, within the educational process this pre-specified knowledge is
broken down into small units and bits of information that can be recalled and tested (McKernan, 2008).
Classrooms are teacher-centred, and learners are seen as accumulators of this knowledge.
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The behaviourist approach to learning assumes that the teacher can generate the same type of learning in
every child irrespective of background, through a pedagogic process of imitation, which assumes that
(a) Children are blank slates, and come to the classroom without knowing how to do certain tasks;
(b) All children can equally be taught to complete the task by being shown how to do the task, through the
use of pedagogic strategies of modelling, observation, imitation, repetition and practice; and finally
(c) The child wants to do the particular task set for them by schools
Thus, assessment within this system has “… consist[ed] of checking whether the information has been
received” (Gipps, 2003, p. 24), and learning has been equated with ‘classroom performance’ (Wolcott,
1982), or ‘school work’ (Gipps, 2003). This has been true within the Indian context as well, with the
NCERT (2006) position paper on the Aims of Education similarly noting that the means-end approach to
learning has rendered it an isolated, perfunctory activity that is not connected in any organic manner to
children’s everyday lives.
Learning theories within the Behaviourist Paradigm*
Behaviourism: knowledge is viewed as a repertoire of behaviours; action provides rules for
knowledge. Knowledge is therefore a set of passive and largely mechanical responses to
environmental stimuli.
Social Learning Theory: Attention, memory and motivation are emphasized. People are seen to
learn within a social context through observation and practice. This approach emphasizes the need for
positive role models.
Cognitivism: was influenced by the emergence of the computer as an information processing device.
This theory is more learner centric examines how a learner processes information in his/ her brain,
based on observation of responses to stimuli. The cognitivism approach places emphasis on mental
processes such as thinking, memory, knowing and problem solving.
All behaviourist approaches do not give much important to social interaction among the stakeholders
or on the socio- cultural context of learning.
*Information obtained from http://www.learning-theories.com/behaviorism.html

Critics of this dominant approach to education have referred to it as the ‘banking model’ of education in
which knowledge is deposited as bits of information into learners’ heads (Freire, 2005). Others, such as
Bruner (1996), point out to how within such as approach there is no room for negotiation and dialogue,
wherein learners can bring their own knowledge to bear and instead learning is equated with 'habits' that
can be induced into the child. Even with the introduction of social learning theories, that sought to
account for certain cognitive processes and the role of intention, motivation and environment in
determining the outcomes of learning, the behaviourist approaches largely present a static model of
learning, within which stimuli for learning and responses are arranged into a linear equation that allows
the process of learning to be predictable and controllable.
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Alternative critical and constructivist approaches instead highlight the situated nature of knowledge, and
the socio-historical conditions under which it is produced. Critical and constructivist scholars of education
have argued that the school curriculum has represented just one part of, and one way of organising the
vast universe of knowledge (Apple, 2004; Kincheloe, 2008). Within these alternative models of
constructivist, experiential and critical pedagogies, school learning has been seen as part of a broader,
more expansive conception of learning that takes place across multiple contexts of schools, streets,
families and neighbourhoods, or within communities of practice (Freire, 2005; Kincheloe, 2008; Lave and
Wenger, 1991; Levinson and Holland, 1996). Consequently, learning is understood as an “…intervention
in [an] ongoing knowledge-construction process (Resnick, 1989)” (Gipps, 2003, p.22; Gipps and
MacGilchrist, 1999, p.47; Thomas, 2014, p. 16), that centrally involves the act of meaning-making.
Others such as Livingston and Sawchuck (2000, p.127-128) describe it as an “expansive social
phenomenon…of reflection and experience in culturally and historically specific terms”, or as a process
of ‘enculturation’(Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989), leading to “initiation into communities in pursuit of
worthwhile knowledge” (Alexander, 2005, p. 343). Within such approaches, learners are understood as
"...competent participants in and producers of situations which include, as a central dimension, ‘learning’"
(Livingston & Sawchuck, 2000, p.128). Thus, learning is seen as a process in which “…students and
teachers jointly engage in knowledge construction and in which teachers progressively turn over
metacognitive functions to the students, so that students are taught how to learn, [and this] can result in
learning being an intentional process” (Gipps, 2003, p.23). The classroom approaches that emerge from
this process are usually more child centred. There is greater room for negotiation and discussion.
Learning is not viewed as accumulation of skills, and consequently ‘learning outcomes’ or failure to attain
the desired outcomes is seen not just as problems of individual learner deficits but are contextualised
within a broader frame of situated practice.
Experiential learning
Experiential learning is a move away from didactic forms of learning. Knowledge is acquired
through experience and doing. Experiential learning theories are not new. John Dewey (1859-1952),
Carl Rogers (1902-1987), and David Kolb (b. 1939) have worked on learning theories that focus on
learning through experience or learning by doing. Experiential education focuses on problem
solving and critical thinking rather than memorization and rote learning. A key element of
experiential learning, therefore, is the student, and that learning takes place (the knowledge gained)
as a result of being personally involved in this pedagogical approach.
Social Constructivism+
The social constructivism theory emphasizes the role of collaboration in learning. It is a variety of
cognitive constructivism; it was developed Vygotsky. In the 1980’sand the 1990’s the work of the
Russian psychologist Lev Vygostsky (1896-1934) became available. These theories placed greater
importance on social contexts of the learner and on collaborative learning. According to Vygotsky it
is difficult to separate the social context from learning. Methods in collaborative learning, focus on
the building of teamwork skills. Individual learning should be looked at within the larger context of
group learning.
+

Information obtained from http://www.learning-theories.com/
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However, despite this recognition of the limitations of behavioursitic approaches to learning and the
benefits of alternative constructivist models, dominant models of practice world over continue to be
behaviouristically oriented. Thus, Garrison and Neiman (2003) have stated that even when
‘behaviourism’ has long been philosophically dead, practically, it continues to dominate education.
Within the Indian context, scholars such as Kumar and Sarangapani (2004) have similarly noted that “The
popularity of behaviourist methods of teaching, teacher training and assessing [have] remained largely
undisturbed, and continue to be in use even now." Others such as Smeyers et al., (2007, p.4) have argued
that within education there is a “fixation with assessment and league-tables and the reconstitution of the
pupil or student as a collection of programmable skills.” Carr (2005) has pointed out that in this manner,
schooling has become a means of behaviour modification, control and conformity through an emphasis on
standardized curricular packages (as cited in Sultana, 2000, p.1668). Thus, tight standards for conformity
and non-conformity (Moore, 1983) are set up, and failure (academic or behavioural) among large sections
of students is pointed out to be due to personal factors such as lack of interest, motivation, etc., rather than
due to the system’s inability to cater to diversity or social transformations. With learning treated as an
isolated activity, far-removed from children’s life-worlds and social contexts, this has had implications
for the development of learners' longterm understanding and ability to participate in the society and
economy also. For example, scholars such as Entwistle (1992), Gipps (2003) and White (1992) have
pointed out that the dominant behaviourist approaches to education have led to a form of ‘shallow
learning’ in which there is an acquisition of principles from teachers and other instructors, without a
deeper consideration of its meaning (Gipps, 2003). Others, such as Brown et al. (1989) and NCERT
(2006) have also argued that this has essentially amounted to an acquisition of a discipline and its tools
(e.g., concepts, procedures) without a deeper knowledge of its culture (Brown, 1989; NCERT, 2006).
This, it is argued limits the manner in which this knowledge can be used.
Further, this inability to use knowledge in more meaningful ways has particular implications within
stratified educational context such as ours, wherein social backgrounds of caste, class, gender, religion,
geographical location, linguistic access, etc., all influence the outcomes of learning. Thus, paying
attention to how learning is conceived of and structured within the formal, national education system is
crucial to ensuring a more just and equitable education system.
Table 1: Key features and differences of behaviourism and constructivism
Behaviourism
Constructivism
Assumptions
child’s nature.

about

the Responsive to the environment

Antecedents

Conventional pedagogies;

Emphasis

Making outcomes predictable.

Interacts with the environment

Ideas
and
innovations
associated with Rousseau,
notion of knowledge as Dewey, and Montessori.
something received and to be
transmitted.
Knowledge created by action
and in the course of relating to
reality.
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observes
and
to the child’s

Source: Kumar and Sarangapani (2003)
In the following section this point will be elaborated on further by examining the practices of learning
within the Indian education system and situating it within the historical context of colonialism and postcolonialism that has impacted the developments of education within the country.

1.2 Learning in the Indian Context
Traditionally, formal education in India was largely guided by caste considerations and the concept of
mass education did not exist. Most of the non-brahmin castes as well as girls belonging to all castes and
communities had no access to formal academic education. Girls remained outside the purview of this even
when princely states such as Baroda, part of the modern day Gujarat and Travancore, part of the modern
day Kerala, initiated state actions for ‘universalizing’ primary education, girls were outside the purview of
these efforts. The colonial British rule for the first time tried to introduce mass primary education but that
too was far from being an equal system of education for all. : The colonial system of education had very
different motives: the main focus of the colonial education system was to a. 'civilise' the native in Western
ways of thinking and being, through exposure to colonial language, literature and science; b. to create a
clerical workforce for occupying positions within the lower rungs of the colonial administration (Seth,
2007). Therefore, emphasis was laid on the accumulation of these skill-sets necessary for the
accomplishment of certain tasks. Further, the colonial system of education also resulted in the institution
of a stratified education system wherein access to the supposedly 'superior' Western education was
afforded only to the upper castes and other elite sections of society.
Post-independence, India had thus to grapple with the problems of educational stratification as well as a
lack of technical manpower required to support the national-building plan for industrialisation and selfdependence. Thus, the earliest education plans were focused on these twin problems of achieving equity
(through universalisation of elementary education) and quality (through efforts at moving away from the
largely rote-based colonial legacy) within education, alongside the need for achieving self-sustainability
through the development of an educated citizenry, indigenous science and industry, and a technically
qualified workforce. The first education policy, in 1968, laid the path for addressing equity in education
by advocating a common schooling system, and also for improving science and technology in the country.
However, the former vision was neither backed by adequate educational outlays, nor political actions, and
India largely saw a shift in the subsequent education policies and programmes including the National
Policy on Education (1986), which have advocated for multiple and alternative tiers of schooling, instead
of a common schooling system.
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The issue of quality has bothered the policy makers as reflected in the formulation of a large number of
schemes focusing on some aspect or the other that could be seen as impacting the quality. Initially, the
focus was on covering the resource gap in primary schools: covering aspects of physical infrastructure,
teachers as well as learning materials. Operation Blackboard, a national programme initiated in the 1970s,
made provision for at least two teachers, two rooms and a box full of educational materials for every
primary school in the country. It also provided for a short training of teachers on the use of those
materials. Although critical for its acknowledgement of the need for minimum basic inputs to enable
learning, OBB did not recognize that mere presence of physical infrastructure, teachers and aids do not
ensure leaning, something that became very clear in the subsequent years. Subsequent programmes,
especially, state specific projects such as Shikshak Samakhya in Madhya Pradesh, Bihar Education
Project in Bihar, Lok Jumbish in Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh Primary Education Project in Andhra, UP
Basic Education Project in Uttar Pradesh and later the national programme, the District Primary
Education Project (DPEP) attempted to look at primary education more holistically and gave both teacher
training and classroom processes much greater importance. While the classroom transaction processes
were slow to change especially as it involved millions of schools and teachers, the pressures mounted
high both to expand the system fast to be able to enroll the vast number outside the fold of schooling as
well as to prove the change in quality using measurable indicators. This lead to two kinds of development:
one, a large number of alternative, largely low-cost, schools emerged to fast track the enrolment, and two,
large scale learning assessments became the established measure of learning.
While the jury is still out on the impact of the alternative systems on the quality of the primary schools in
India with evidence on either side, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) started as a nation-wide programme to
universalize primary education further and made attempts to push both the quantity and quality agenda
albeit without much success in the latter. The recent introduction of the Right to Education Act (RTE,
2009) has done away with the multiple modes of delivery by making definite infrastructure and teachers
norms and making comprehensive and concurrent evaluation mandatory by doing away with the
examinations, the concern regarding quality and equity in education still remains. The Right to Education
2009 (RTE) converted what had previously been a part of the Directive Principles of the Constitution into
a fundamental and therefore justiciable right for every child between 6 and 14 years of age. This has
translated into eight years of free and compulsory education for all children. Further, this has sought to do
away with alternatives to formal education. However, while it has perhaps been able to address the issue
of access, enrolment and retention to some extent, the learning process itself has not been significantly
altered by this Act. Moreover, increased enrolment from hitherto educationally deprived sections of the
society brought newer challenges to schools, as these children did not have educated parents and a literate
environment at home. Teachers and the school system were largely not adequately prepared to address
this challenge, and this remains an issue till today; the problem has grown even more in proportion and
complexity with increased enrolment from disadvantaged groups and withdrawal of the educated middle
class from the government run schools. Thus, in the Indian context attempts to address access and
retention have largely remained delinked from questions of quality, and this has had serious consequences
for ensuring equity and justice through education. As various educational surveys undertaken by the state
and civil society (though at times questionable with respect to soundness of methods and other related
grounds) have shown, learning levels and outcomes have remained abysmally low despite the different
measures taken to improve education. These reports have shown that the number of children who can read
and recognize numbers at a certain level has been decreasing over the years in government schools, even
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though enrollment has increased over the years (National Achievement Surveys – NAS, NCERT, various
Rounds and ASER, various Rounds). Particularly, with the expansion and increased participation within
schooling of different groups, many of whom are first generation learners, the classrooms have become
much more diverse, and the teachers have largely been completely ill-equipped to handle such challenges;
the separation of the quality question from the equity issues stands out as a lacuna in education policy and
planning even today. At the same time, there are important policy documents where one sees a clear effort
to mitigate this distinction: the National Curriculum Framework (NCF, 2005), which has been recognized
as a progressive national educational framework for formal education in the country, is one such example.

Operation Blackboard (OBB): was one of the first schemes started in the 1980s to improve
the quality of education through physical provisioning and increase in basic physical
infrastructure. The scheme specified a minimum norm of at least two teachers and some
learning materials /aids in every school.
District Primary Education Programme (DPEP): was the first national level programme,
started in 1994 with external/foreign funding to improve access and quality of primary
education in the country (Geetha Rani, 2006; Velaskar, 2010) modelled on, and followed a
series of smaller bilaterally funded projects (e.g., Andhra Pradesh Primary Education Project,
Bihar Education Project, Uttar Pradesh Basic Education Project, Lok Jumbish in Rajasthan).
The DPEP recognized the importance of the decentralized planning, emphasized teacher
training and other capacity building efforts, created decentralised academic support and
monitoring structures and made an attempt to improve the school performance towards
delivery of worthwhile learning to every child. DPEP also promoted experimentation and
collaborations with non-State actors in education leading to development of various teaching
approaches in different states. The jury is still out on the impact it had on the school-system
and the quality of learning. However, it has been critiqued for narrowing the vision for
education, and adopting explicitly economic goals (Sarangapani and Vasavi, 2003; Velaskar,
2010). Further, it has been pointed out to have achieved little with respect to achieving equity
with quality, considering the alternative educational arrangements for disadvantaged groups
that it sanctioned (Jalan & Glinskya, 2003).
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA): followed DPEP and is being implemented in the entire
country. SSA has retained some of the DPEP approaches while modifying a large number of
elements in order to ensure universalisation of enrolment and retention within primary
education on a mission mode. While the SSA has again been critiqued for diluting quality with
its emphasis on infrastructure, sanctioning of alternative schooling approaches, adoption of
para-teachers, etc, it has also been recognised for promoting and upscaling innovative
approaches.
Some state schemes and programmes to improve the quality of education within the Indian context
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Innovations in education

Hoshangabad Science Teaching Programme: was started in 1972 in 16 government schools
in the Hoshingabad district of the state of Madhya Pradesh. It then spread to other schools
across the state through efforts made by two voluntary organizations Friend’s Rural Centre,
Kishore Bharathi, Ekalavya and the Government of Madhya Pradesh. The HSTP attempted to
substitute rote learning with real understanding. Children within this programme were
encouraged to perform experiments and learn on their own, record observations and derive
conclusions. Though closed down in 2002, the HSTP led to various discussions rooted in
theories of learning, such as on whether content should reflect the cultural and social location
of the child; what language is to be used while teaching a child, etc. These discussions have
formed the basis for NCF 2005.
River Project: The River Project, was an effort to provide alternative educational experiences
to students around the Rishi Valley School, through an emphasis on village-based education,
training in multi-grade, multi-level teaching, that includes lessons on biodiversity and the local
environment in which schooling is undertaken, and other issues of health, sanitation, and
nutrition that form a part of everyday living. Recognising the challenges of everyday
schooling, and the difficulties of managing a resource-poor multi-grade classroom in the
Indian context, with poor training, the River experiment developed the idea of the “school in
the box”. The goal of this was to provide children with a tool that will help them learn on their
own, independent of the teacher. The 'tool box' developed by the River project has also been
influential in several other states and also countries such as Ethiopia.

Paying attention to curricular approaches highlighted by these various educational experiments, and
previous education reports on 'Learning without burden', the NCF 2005 has highlighted the importance of
connecting school knowledge with the everyday worlds of learners; moving away from a textbook centric
approach to learning and fostering instead a holistic development of the child; developing an overarching
identity and respect and ability to participate in a democracy; and finally, for making assessments and
exams an integrated component of classrooms.
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Table 2: Emphasis on Skills that NCF 2005 recommends should be developed under each discipline
Language

Mathematics

Science

Social Science

Multilingualism

Application to life

Scientific method

Normative
responsibility
human values

Stories, poems, songs

Representation in a
multiple ways

Observationfalsification of theories

Freedom, trust, respect
for diversity

Emphasis on
creativity

Graphs, modelling
situations

Cognitive validity

Cross disciplinary
studies

Relationships

Expansive in its conception of learning, and sensitive to the reality of social difference that characterises
the Indian classroom, the NCF 2005 has made a right step forward in advocating a framework for
curriculum that can accommodate different learners' needs, by making learning a situated and
participatory process. However translation of its principles within classrooms remains poor, requiring
more efforts at teacher reorientation and training, as well as the social reorientation of the value given to
education by school and society. With education increasingly being seen as a means to an end (primarily
economic), this kind of shift in the system remains a huge challenge for the nation.

1.3 Education in Karnataka and the Innovative approaches
It is against this background that the report attempts to study and evaluate the strengths and limitations of
an alternative approach to learning - the Kalikayatna approach - that has been implemented in selected
clusters in five districts in Karnataka. While Karnataka is considered one of the educationally advanced
states and stands somewhere in the top quintile in terms of inter-state comparisons for most indicators on
education, poor learning outcomes remain a serious concern as do urban-rural gaps in literacy. The
overall literacy rates in the state have increased from 29.80 % in 1961 to 75.36 in 2011 (the respective
national figures are 28.30% in 1961 and 72.99 in 2011; Office of Registrar General and Census
Commissioner)1. Karnataka had 51,904 primary schools in 2003-2004, this number rose to 59,555
schools in 2011-2012 (DISE 2003, 2012). According to the DISE report 2013-14, the GER (Gross
Enrollment ratio) at the primary level is 101.0; this is close to the national figure which is 101.4. The
GER for the upper primary level is 91.8, higher than the all India figure of 89.3 (DISE). In Karnataka, the
transition rate from primary to upper primary is 94.3, which is relatively high, however this trend has
remained constant over all the years from 2006-07 (DISE 2006, 2012). A survey by the Karnataka School
1

Source: Indiastat http://www.indiastat.com/table/demographics/7/literacy/158/527417/data.aspx
Notes: Literates for the 1961 census relate to population of inhabitants above 5 years, whereas literates for the 2011
census relate to population of inhabitants above 7 years
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Quality Assessment and Accreditation Council has also underscored the poor quality of education
provided by government schools in the state. The assessment, based on a survey of 1020 schools showed
more than half the schools surveyed to have scored a D, the lowest grade (Kulkurni, 2013).
The Karnataka government has introduced several innovative experiments in the field of education, and
has been one of the few states that have adopted innovative teaching learning approaches at the state
level, taking them beyond small scale pilots. These include programmes such as the Nali Kali, Keli- Kali
(the direct to class room broadcasts, listen and learn programme), Shikshanadalli Rangakali
(dramatization approach to teaching) and The Quality Learning Programm - Kalikayatna. While some of
these like Kalikayatna have remained small, the state has adopted Nali Kali approach for classes one to
three for all state-run primary schools. The Nali Kali ('Joyful Learning') approach, has also developed out
of the River project, the Rishi Valley rural school programmes in Andhra Pradesh. Started in 1995 by
teachers in Mysore district, the Nali Kali strategy adopted creative learning practices to retain children in
school and also bring out of school children to school. This sought to transform the class from a passive,
one-way communication approach to a participatory and active classroom. Learning is organized around a
series of 'learning cards' instead of textbooks, each having a specific learning objective and activities that
children could work on in small groups. Teachers were trained to become fun-loving, creative 'facilitators'
rather than authority figures within the classroom. The main intention behind the approach has been to
reduce the pressure of learning on students, as well as to allow learners to move through the levels at their
own pace.
It is against this context that the study attempts to explore what the Kalikayatna approach offers, both visà-vis other educational developments and practices that are already underway in the state, as well as with
the larger goal of understanding how the approach can cater to addressing some of the problems
associated with quality and equity. The report is divided into seven chapters, and structured in the
following manner: the second chapter outlines the Kalikayatna approach and the third one details out the
methodology and the process of the research. Chapter four analyses the teacher development approach
followed by Kalikayatna and Chapter five discusses the learning outcome results. The sixth chapter talks
about the parents’ involvement in the approach and the last chapter concludes the report with some
suggestions.
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CHAPTER 2
The Kalikayatna Approach
Kalikayatna is one type of approach to primary education developed jointly by Prajayatna (an NGO,
working in the field of education across the four states of Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and
Telangana .) and SSA, to cater to children coming from diverse backgrounds and largely from illiterate
or semi-literate environments. Initiated in 2005, in Hunsur Taluk in Mysore, this model of learning now
operates in seven clusters in five districts across the State of Karnataka. The districts included are
Ramnagara, Chitradurga, Bellary, Bijapur and Yadgir. Each cluster consists of 18 units: a lower primary
school is considered as one unit whereas a higher primary school is considered as two units. Hence each
cluster will have around 12 – 15 schools. Kalikayatna has also spread to other states in India in
collaboration with other organisations. Prajayatna directly implements Kalikayatna activities in Karnataka
and Uttar Pradesh, and provides technical support in the form of orientation and field visits in the other
states.
The Kalikayatna approach was developed in response to the low learning levels, low levels of enrolment
and high levels of absenteeism experienced in the traditional system of education. The approach arose
from working with children who had dropped out of school or were irregular to school, and drew from
various other programmes that were conducted to increase retention and interest of children in schools,
where it was recognized that the needs of the children within the school were not being met. Therefore,
for education to be meaningful, Prajayatna felt that the teaching learning approaches needed to be altered
in schools. The Kalikayatna experiment also needs to viewed within the larger context of the role of
NGO’s in influencing the content and delivery of school curriculum in government primary schools
across India.
The approach places greater emphasis on 'how' children learn rather than on ‘what’ they learn. The
objective of this approach is to facilitate the development of learning skills in children and allow them to
internalize a concept, based on their abilities, life experiences and surrounding environment. Less
importance is placed on the ability of a child to reproduce a certain interpretation of a concept for a
particular assessment or evaluation. Integrated learning remains the focus of the approach, and therefore
subjects are not divided though all learning objectives are considered.

2.1 Operationalization of the Kalikayatna Approach
A day in a Kalikayatna classroom is typically divided into the following three sessions reflecting three
broad strategies / approaches to learning, that together allow for a more holistic understanding and
development of concepts. These include:
i.

Whole Group Activity
In the morning, children are engaged in a facilitator led whole-group activity, which
provides a broad, conceptual introduction to a topic. Children form a circle around the
facilitator, who usually begins with a song or activity about the particular concept to be
discussed. The facilitator then facilitates a discussion about the concept. This is believed
to allow the children to develop interest in the topic, internalize and relate the concept to
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their own lives. Additionally, associations with other concepts are created. Further, it also
allows the facilitator to gain an understanding of where children stand in terms of concept
learning,on a daily basis, by observing their participation in the whole group activity.
Depending on the creativity of the teacher, various applications of the concept are made
to different subjects.
Learner Group Activity
After the whole group discussion, the teacher breaks up the class into smaller groups,
around 4 to 6 groups each with roughly 5 students. This small group activity is meant to
help learners discuss, reflect, re-evaluate and engage with the concept in greater depth, as
they listen, work and share their ideas with peers. The groups consist of children with
differing abilities and ages. The teacher then sets up different tasks for the children to do.
All these tasks address various facets of the topic, and presumably lead to the
development of different skills. After the task, each group disseminates their work to the
whole class. The learner group activity is expected to encourage the development of
social skills such as negotiation, arbitration and collaboration.
Individual Practice Time
Towards the end of the day, students are engaged in individual practice, through tasks
given to be completed individually. The teacher goes around the classroom to assist
students. Students in this session may be given different tasks and the level of difficulty
may depend on the child’s perceived learning ability by the teacher. The individual
practice time allows children to develop skills and accumulate knowledge at their own
pace. It also allows the facilitator to provide individual attention to a child.

Apart from the way the day is structured, Kalikayatna has other systems in place which distinguishes it
from other schooling processes. Some of the features of this approach are:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Discussion based learning: Children learn through discussion. The day is structured in
such a way that opportunities for discussion and cooperation are inbuilt into the day’s
activities. Both the whole group and learner group activities, which typically take up
more than half a day, provide opportunities for discussion.
Teacher is a facilitator: The role of the teacher is that of a facilitator, rather than being
the sole repository of knowledge. The primary role of the teacher is to facilitate
discussions and to plan the teaching of concepts to take full advantage of the learning
opportunities offered by local situations and the environment.
Classes are vertically integrated: Proficiency and the ability to acquire certain skill-sets
and process concepts vary from one person to another. Therefore, vertical integration of
classes across age groups accommodates the strengths and weaknesses of children across
the various subjects. Children enrolled in lower primary schools are normally divided
into two age groups. The first age group consists of children between 5-8 years. The
second group consists of children in the age group 9-10. The NCF also promotes the
vertical integration of classes in government schools in rural areas. This approach is
believed to allow for the optimal use of the resources.
Learning “Concepts” rather than “Subjects”: Any activity in life, usually, requires the
application of concepts learnt through various subjects. Learning is integrated in the
Kalikayatna approach. There is no differentiation of concepts and skills into subjects such
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as Mathematics, English and Environmental Science. A certain topic under the state
syllabus is explored fully by the teacher and students and in the process acquires various
abilities and skills cutting across subjects. Therefore, the curriculum is designed around
concepts rather than subjects. Figure 3 is a concept map of the concept “Our Village”.
Examining
the
concept map, it is
apparent
that
skills classified
under
various
subjects
are
brought into the
understanding of
the concept. A lot
of concepts such
as
community,
public property,
the meaning of
the
word
settlement,
the
division of states
into
administrative
units have all been integrated into the concept. Skills under Mathematics such as
distance, and English language skills are also acquired when learning and discussing this
concept. Kalikayatna as an approach integrates concepts and subjects, domains and
curriculum to facilitate a more holistic approach to learning (NCERT).

Figure 1: Concept Map, "Our Village"

v.

Teacher Collective Meetings: Teacher collectives take place once a month and are
attended by teachers, the Cluster Resource Person (CRP) and Prajayatna staff members.
Teachers discuss what they did over the previous month in the “Sharing Session”, ask
doubts and discuss ways to teach difficult concepts. During these sessions, concepts to be
taught are also decided and mapped, and discussions about learning outcomes and
related activities and assessment tools for the month are also undertaken.. Other activities
include making of worksheets for better understanding or assessment of the concept.
Discussions on new theories or ways of learning, assessment, facilitation etc. are also
held during these monthly meetings.

vi.

Going beyond text books and other pre- designed materials: The teacher uses other
materials to teach the class, rather than textbooks. It is felt that the use of textbooks
could limit the learning experience of the child. It could also create a sense of alienation
when examples and situations in the text book are foreign to a child’s situation. However,
Kalikayatna practice is not against the use of any learning material, which would
heighten the experience of learning of the child. If the teacher feels a certain learning tool
could lead to greater assimilation or understanding of a concept he or she is free to use it.
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Regular student assessments: In the Kalikayatna approach, students are assessed
throughout the year using four levels, viz., evolving, involving, interested and selfdirected, with self- directed being the “best” level. Tools used to grade the students are:
 Ongoing Portfolio- All the work the child does is filed in a folder. This work
is then used along with the teacher’s observation to fill the child’s biannual
progress card.
 Reflection Portfolio- The Reflection portfolio contains a selection of work by
the student. Usually, a compilation of their best work.
 Weekly Files- The weekly files contain the child’s work for that week and
are sent to the parent for their feedback.
 Teacher Observation Book- The teacher’s observation contains a monthly
evaluation of children across different skills. This along with the observation
sheet from the ongoing portfolio is used to assess and consolidated in the
progress card.
 Progress Card- Both the Ongoing Portfolio and the teachers observations are
used to track the child’s development across various skills twice a year. The
skills considered for Class 3 include all the skills prescribed as per the state
curriculum such as writing, simple math skills and shapes. For Class 5,
additional concepts like profit, loss and simple interest are considered. The
progress card also contains the teachers’ observations on other abilities of the
child’s (which are more cognitive and social, in nature) such as problem
solving, listening, observation, data collecting, working in a group, analytic
skills etc, the child’s interest in sports, arts, theatre and behavioral attributes.
The Kalikayatna approach would like assessments to be collaborative process
in which the students, parents and teachers are involved. The assessments
should reflect the ability of a child to apply and synthesize knowledge, and
more importantly be understood by the child.

The differences between the mainstream, which in this case implies Nali-Kali (or regular text-book driven
state schooling in the case of Std. 5) and the Kalikayatna approaches, are summarized in the Table 2.
Table 3: Differences and Similarities between the KY and NK/regular state schooling
Approach
Feature
Kalikayatna
Nali-Kali/state schooling
In NK there are
Activities are incorporated within
predetermined numbers of
the teaching of concepts. There
activities or songs or dances that
appears to be no predetermined
are taught to the children. All
children that go through the
Role of Activities
number of activities that need to
be covered. The beginning of each approach, learn these songs. The
class usually begins with a song or
morning begins with a song.
a dance, however, not mandatory.
For higher grades (that don't have
NK) role of activities is minimal.
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Flexibility in teaching

Vertical integration

Breakup of the day

Room for discussion

The teacher has a list of concepts
he or she needs to cover in an
academic year. However, the
teacher has the flexibility in
deciding when he or she teaches a
certain concept. Therefore, the
teacher can relate the concept to the
surrounding environment or
situation.
Standards up to Class 5 are
vertically integrated. Standard 1-3
is one group and standards 4-5 are
one group
The day is divided into whole
group, learner group and individual
practice time
Both the whole group activity and
the group activity provide avenue
for discussion and cooperation.
However, depending on the teacher,
an individual child can get
overlooked.

Dependence on the
teacher

Highly dependent on the teacher

Flexibility in syllabus

More flexibility in organizing the
order and competency

Use of teaching
materials
Syllabus

Catering to the
particular learning
abilities of a child

Depends on the teacher
Syllabus broken into concepts

Individual practice time
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In NK, there is an amount of
predetermined material the
child has to go through. The
teacher has to ensure this. The
child, however, can learn at his or
her own pace. Therefore, the
approach is highly tool
dependent. In higher classes,
while the syllabus ispredetermined, the flexibility in pace
of learning offered by NK is also
absent.
Classes up to class 3 are
vertically integrated. Classes 4
and 5 are separate and follow
the text book approach.
The day is divided into subjectwise periods, such as language,
Mathematics and EVS.
Group activity is not an essential
feature of this approach even
though children belonging to the
same level usually sit in one
group. In higher grades the room
for discussion is minimal.
Not so dependent on the abilities
of the teacher. Cards and
materials play a major role, and
to that extent, NK is material
dependent, while higher classes
are text-book dependent
Not much flexibility
Certain set criteria need to be
followed.
Syllabus broken into milestones
or activities.
In the NK approach study
material caters to a particular
child, and the child can study
these portions whenever she or
he wants; while in higher classes
the tasks set are uniform
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Revision

A child gets re-exposed to a topic
each year she or he is in that
particular learner group.

The child is not allowed to
proceed, unless he or she
completes certain tasks.

Parental engagement

Does not appear to be specific
guidelines for active engagement.

Does not appear to have any
specific guidelines for active
engagement.

The Kalikayatna approach attempts to provide a holistic and meaningful education to children; to
increase the inherent ability of children to learn and apply concepts and make sense of the world around
them, taking into account their socio- economic background. This is achieved through classroom,
curriculum and assessment practices that support an education that is grounded in a child’s context.
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CHAPTER 3
Research Design
This evaluation of the Kalikayatna approach by the Centre for Budget and Policy Studies (CBPS) seeks to
answer the following research questions that were agreed upon jointly with the Kalikayatna team:
1. What is the difference, if any, between the learning outcome in terms of understanding and skill
levels and the nature of learning between schools following the Nali- Kali and Kalikayatna
approaches?
2. How do the assessment practices of the approach track the learning movement of a learner during
engagement in learning tasks?
3. What is the process of teacher empowerment? How does the approach help the teacher as a
facilitator?
4. What is the parents’ participation in the learning process of the child? What is their perception of
the approach?
5. How does the approach enable the implementation of the principles and the mission of the
National Curriculum Framework (NCF) and the Right to Education (RTE) Act? As a system does
the Kalikayatna approach enable the implementation of the learning principles through
restructuring of the learning experiences/ opportunities in order to enhance the abilities in the
child?
While both Kalikayatna and Nali-Kali are clearly not focused on learning outcomes alone, and focus on
overall development of the child, learning levels provide an easily applicable frame for a comparative
analysis, and was therefore included as an important research question. This was also used as a tool
because of the greater acceptability of learning outcome as a measurement of quality. A mix of methods
and tools was employed to answer the above questions. The entire evaluation study was completed in four
months and therefore the choice of the research design was also constrained by the short period in which
the entire exercise had to be planned and implemented. The methods and tools used are described in
greater detail in the paragraphs that follow.
A. Literature Review
The review consisted of a compilation of literature on the evolution and development of pedagogical
methods and approaches in primary education. The objective was to provide a contextual and institutional
framework for initiatives currently prevalent in primary education in Karnataka; including the
Kalikayatna and Nali-Kali initiatives. It also helped in designing appropriate tools.
B. Desk review of Kalikayatna materials and reports
Documents and records maintained by Prajayatna can be classified into child, teacher and programme
related materials. These data provided the primary information necessary to understand the functioning
of, and enable the comparison of, Kalikayatna to other approaches in primary education. A description of
some of the materials available that were used:
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Table 4: Programme Records

STUDENT RELATED
MATERIAL
Ongoing Student Portfoliosfiles containing children's
work

Progress cards
Records of parent and peer
feedback
Consolidated student data
from 2008 to 2014

TEACHER RELATED
MATERIAL
Teacher assesment reports

PROGRAMME
RELATED MATERIAL
Kalikayatna concept notes

Video clips on teacher cluster
News letters
meetings
Concept notes and records
Impact studies conducted by
documenting teacher cluster
NCERT and DIET
meetings
Video clips on the classroom
process

C. Children’s Learning Assessment
Three kinds of exercises were done with students: this included two individual – one written test and one
oral test, and one group activity. To create the paper based, one on one tests and group activities, initially
a desk review of the Class 3 and Class 5 textbooks, and material provided by Prajayatna was undertaken.
Students in Class 3 and Class 5 were tested. The selection of these classes was based on the exposure of
children both to the approach and their ability to write paper based tests.
This review helped establish the key areas and skills to include in the assessment. The questions were
mainly designed to test the abilities that the Kalikayatna approach wanted to inculcate in a child. The
competency of the approach to address a particular skill will be addressed in the analysis of the randomly
selected ongoing portfolios. Group activities were designed to examine the cooperative behavior of the
students under various situations and also to test their ability to creativity and cooperation as a group.
The questions in the paper based tests could broadly be classified as tests of Language, Mathematics, EVS
and Science knowledge and skills. Therefore a question might not address a particular skill, rather it be
would addressing the understanding and learning abilities of a child.
The one on one tests consisted of reading tests of both English and Kannada passages and a Kannada
comprehension passage. In addition, the one on one tests for Class 3 children consisted of questions that
tested their ability to identify pictures. USAID’s Early Grade Reading Assessment tool was employed to
design the questions, asked after a comprehension passage. These questions progressed from questions
that tested the ability of the listener to recall details mentioned in the passage, to questions that tested their
application of these details. Group activities were designed to examine the cooperative behavior among
students under various situations and also to test their ability to undertake and complete a task as a group.
A pilot of all three sets of tools was conducted at a primary school in Bangalore. The tools were piloted in
the Kannada medium section of the school. The pilot sample consisted of 10 students in Class 3 and 20
students in Class 5. This school was considered as it followed neither the Nali- Kali nor the Kalikayatna
approach and also offered an opportunity to pilot the tools in Kannada. It was not possible for us to
include all students in the piloting of reading and listening tools. The pilot revealed formatting issues in
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the paper- based tests and timing issues. Employing feedback from the student performance and teacher’s
feedback the tools were revised. Feedback on the Kannada version was also obtained from Kannada
teachers teaching in government schools. The revised tools were then shared with one known pedagogy
expert for review, and the feedback further helped in finalizing the tools.
The results from these tests have been used to comment on the learning levels, both from the
Kalikayatna’s own perspective, and in a comparison to Nali-Kali/regular text-book oriented state board
schooling approach (for class 5). The same tools were employed in both Kalikayatna and Nali-Kali
schools, as the main objectives remain the same. While the results from the individual tools have been
quantified and analysed using statistical applications, the results of the group activities have not been
quantified. However, the observations from the group activities have been used for arriving at inferences
on certain specific competencies
D. Classroom Observation
In general, two classrooms were observed in every school that was visited. Classroom Observation was
included as a method in order to understand the approaches better, and to compare the classroom
processes as against the stated concept of the respective approaches.
E. Teachers’ Interview
At least two teachers were interviewed in every school visited. Teachers interviews was conducted with a
purpose of understanding their perspectives on teaching-learning approaches, their feedback on
implementation of these approaches, and to assess the impact of teacher empowerment and support
practices.
F. Group Discussion with Parents
Where ever possible, group discussions were held with parents in order to determine and understand what
they felt about the Kalkayatana approach.
G. Facility Survey
A facility survey of schools had been conducted to ensure that the socio-economic profile of the schools
in the Kalikayatna and the Nali- Kali clusters were similar. The facilities examined included library,
toilet, Mid-Day Meal Scheme, availability of text books, etc.
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Table 5- Methods, Tools and Sample size covered

District (2)

District 1 (Ramnagara)

District 2 (Bellary)

Approach (2)

Kalikayatna

Nali-Kali/State
Board

Kalikayatna

Nali- Kali/ State
Board

Clusters (5)

YT Halli and
Kodambahalli

Singarajipura

Gajapura

Chirabi

Schools (20)

GHPS YT Halli
GLPS Jagadapura
GHPS Virupakshipura
GLPS Karalahalli
GLPS Kallupura

GHPS Virupsandra
GLPS P Hallidoddi
GLPS Byreshetnahalli
GHPS Vidyasandra
GLPS Haniyuru

GHPS Doddagolahatti
GHPS Kandhegalu
GHPS Badaladaku
GHPS Bathanahalli
GHPS Eechilbommanahalli

GHPS Gangamanahalli
GHPS Rampura
GLPS Agarahara
GHPS Chirabi
GHPS Palayankote

Facility Survey
(20)
Teachers
Interview (41)
Students III (244)
Students V (251)

5 schools

5 schools

5 schools

5 schools

10 teachers

10 teachers

10 teachers

11 teachers

49 students
53 students

42 students
48 students

80 students
81 students

73 students
69 students

Class room
observations (41)

5 class III
teachers
5 class V teachers

5 class III
teachers
5 class V teachers

5 class III teachers
5 class V teachers

5 class III teachers
6 class V teachers

Sample Size
It is clear that the first two were desk based activities while the remaining were field based activities.
Field work was carried out in two of the five districts where Kalikayatna is operational. The choice of the
districts was based on both geographical variation as well as considerations such as the duration since the
establishment of the programme in the district, and the availability of children and teachers who had been
exposed the approach. Kalikayatna operates in three clusters in these areas. We chose to conduct the
evaluation in the Gajapura cluster in Bellary district and YT Halli and Kodambhalli clusters in
Ramanagra district. To contrast and compare the Kalikayatna approach to the Nali-Kali approach, same
number of schools in other two clusters were studied in both the districts. The field work team comprised
of personnel well-versed with Kannada.
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CHAPTER 4
Classroom, Teacher and Teacher Empowerment
Educational transaction has to shift from the benefactor (teacher) and the beneficiary (pupil) to a
motivator and facilitator and learner, all of whom have rights and responsibilities in ensuring that
educational transaction takes place.
-

National Curriculum Framework, 2005

4.1 Classroom Process and the Role of Teachers
We begin with a discussion of the Kalikayatna approach to learning with a description of the classroom,
teachers and teacher empowerment as teachers form the core element in translating the vision of the
approach on field, and also because understanding these processes will help us analyse the learning
outcome results in a more nuanced manner later.
It has been envisaged in the NCF 2005 that the role of the teacher should gradually shift from that of an
instructor to a facilitator and a companion. Teachers are encouraged to make learning more joyful, fun
and interactive. Learning is not just supposed to take place inside a classroom, but also outside, where
teachers are expected to give students real life lessons and examples of concepts they might learn inside
the class and from textbooks. Furthermore, teachers should foster children’s creative capabilities and
allow them to think and question. An advantage of making classroom processes more interactive is that it
enables children to communicate more freely and eliminates frightfulness. Reliance on traditional
teaching- learning interactions tends to result in a lack of enthusiasm among the students and teachers,
differing levels of learning and student discomfort (Blum, 2009). Teachers are also expected to assist
students in getting out of their comfort zones, gain confidence and avoid the use of threatening language
or physical abuse (NCERT, 2005).
Classroom and teaching processes observed as part of this study in order to understand the Kalikayatna
and the Nali- Kali school approaches were examined using the frame discussed above. We observed the
teaching processes for Classes 3 and 5, for both types of approaches. Teachers were graded on using a 15item observation checklist, using a Likert Scale ranging from “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree”.
The scores of the teachers were then averaged and a comparison was made. A score of 4 points was given
to “Strongly Agree”, “Agree” was given 3 points, 2 points for “Disagree” and 1 point for “Strongly
Disagree”.
An analysis of the combined scores for both classes 3 and 5 is presented below. An important rider here
before presenting the observations is that all teachers were aware of the presence of the ‘outsider’ as this
was part of a two-day exercise, and hence can safely assumed to have been (i) a little conscious (or, in
some cases, even a little nervous) and (ii) making an extra effort to do ‘well’ going by their own
understanding of what is desired teaching-learning process. This means that though these observations
may not be exactly the same as an average, everyday classroom, these are still representative of teachers’
understanding, potential and capacities.
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Figure 2: Graph of KY vs NK class observations

Source: CBPS fieldwork using USAID’s Early Grade Toolkit

An important finding that emerges is that the mean scores of the Kalikayatna teachers were higher than
the Nali- Kali teachers in all but one criterion. The differnces are high for aspects such as ‘the teacher
connects learning to outside of the school’ and ‘the teacher moves around in the classroom’. However,
none of these differences were significant. The average scores for most of the elements vary between 2.5
and 3.00 on a 4 point scale; this is true for both Kalikayatna and the other schools.
One particular item where both the approaches seemed to have failed related to children with special
needs: the average score is below 2.5 for both the approaches. Attachment Table 1 showing the
distribution of these scores reveals that there is not much difference even in the spread; most classes for
both the approaches fall in the ‘agree’ category.
The classrooms in Kalikayatna schools depicted greater diversity in terms of the range of topics being
used to teach a particular concept or the methods that the teacher had selected to transact. In many cases,
these classes were examples of active and engaged classrooms even without the use of external aids.
Teacher’s enthusiasm, motivation and active interaction with students were all integral characteristics in
these classrooms. A teacher dancing along with Class 1 to 3 students while singing a song about addition
and another being very patient with students while asking questions were examples of how teachers were
enforcing a positive atmosphere within the classroom in Kalikayatna schools.
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Classroom Observations: Some examples
1. In Bellary, a class 3 Kalikayatna teacher sang loudly a song about addition, dancing with the
students in the process. Further, the teacher went on to dedicate an entire day to mathematics.
Each student came up to the blackboard, wrote a number and then was required to break the
number down into individual place values:
22,344 = 22000 + 300 + 40 + 4
In this way, every student in the class seemed attentive and were, in fact, waiting for their chance
solve a problem they would give themselves! They were indeed engaged and enjoying themselves.
2. In a Kalikayatna school in Bellary, the class V teacher taught concepts regarding cash crops,
food crops, living and non- living things by asking questions related to what students grew in
their farms. The teacher actively made an attempt to teach what the children were exposed to and
as such, the students were deeply involved.
3. In a Kalikayatna school in Bellary, students were seen having regular quarrels within the
class. Other students in the same class were seen not making an effort to engage in class and
would much rather remain quiet. The teacher was seated in the class, not moving around much.
The day’s lesson started with vehicles, their classification and suddenly shifted to number
counting and word formations. Children found it difficult to relate to these shifts.

When asked what they felt the biggest strengths of the Kalikayatna process were, most teachers felt that it
eliminated the feeling of fear among students and that they have become more confident. Other teachers
felt that the activity based learning of the process was the biggest strength. Few teachers also felt that it
has enhanced the child’s communication skills and their questioning ability.
The Nali- Kali teachers scored marginally better than the Kalikayatna teachers in terms of using various
instructional aids. This is perhaps reflective of the tool-oriented approach of the Nali Kali learning
philosophy, and consequently the emphasis that may have been placed during training on the use of tools.
A Nali- Kali teacher from Ramnagara was utilizing calendars to help students with the months of the year,
days in each month as well as the concept of Sundays and public holidays. Another teacher from the NaliKali process helped students understand a story through drama, making them enact what they had read
and asking them questions about what they did. The NCF emphasizes the need for teaching aids to be
used primarily because it makes school interesting for children, and in that Nali Kali seemed to perform
better than Kalikayatna teachers. However, while the Nali- Kali schools too had an activity based learning
programme, the classroom observations suggest that that the songs and dances were not necessarily part
of their lesson plans. Other studies have also similarly made note of this ambivalent use of the activitybased approach within Nali Kali. For example, Sriprakash (2009, p.638), based on her study of Nali-Kali
notes that "Teachers drew on the Nali Kali rhetoric in terms of the affective needs of children, however
the child-centred approach to ‘activities’ appeared to have an ambivalent relationship to ‘learning’ (the
acquisition of the syllabus). The controls on the selection, sequence, and evaluation of knowledge,
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seemed to be maintained despite the pull towards an ‘invisible pedagogy’ suggested by an activity-based
approach. Strong controls over pedagogic transmission were embedded in teachers’ constructions of the
rural child as a passive learner."
In this regard, the Kalikayatna approach did look more cohesive in terms of lesson taught. With no fixed
lesson plan, Kalikayatna teachers were able to integrate various lessons and subjects from mathematics to
hygiene into a day’s curriculum through songs, cards and various other activities. However, this is not to
say that all classroom in the Kalikayatna schools were similarly active and engaging; this is particularly
true for class V where the teachers seemed to struggle to teach the higher level concepts using the
discussion mode.
In terms of student participation, a teacher pointed out that “students who participate more get more
attention and therefore learn better. Children who do not participate much on their own receive less
attention and therefore tend to be left behind”. In the learner group approach followed by Kalikayatna,
children of mixed abilities are grouped together and they work on a given task under a leader chosen from
among the students. As is clear from the above observations, while other children take ownership for the
task set out by the teacher certain children remain distracted and neither the group leader nor teacher was
observed to intervene. The group leaders and groups are supposed to be rotating frequently so as every
child gets an opportunity to lead but again the observations suggest that this does not always happen as
frequently.

4.2 Teacher Empowerment
Freedom to plan a curriculum is an integral part of primary education. NCF highlights the fact that
curriculum planning must be increasingly decentralized. The Kalikayatna process does seem to adhere to
these recommendations. When the teachers were asked how flexible they thought the process was, every
Kalikayatna teacher interviewed said it was either ‘Very Flexible’ or ‘Flexible’ while not all Nali- Kali
teachers felt the same. This is perhaps also reflective of the more hierarchical, and pre-planned,
objectives-based approach of the Nali Kali programme (despite its emphasis on activity-based and
experiential learning approach), as opposed to the Kalikayatna approach that provides more flexibility due
to its emphasis on processes rather than outcomes.
Teacher collectives in Kalikayatna meet once a month and when asked what they felt about the
collectives, teachers were unanimous in saying it was useful to them. Taking place over an entire day,
collectives are meetings where teachers can discuss freely and ask doubts. The first session, known as the
“Sharing Session” begins with teachers telling each other what they have done over the previous month.
They use this opportunity to showcase their students' work and provide feedback. The next few sessions
are used in mapping the concepts and lesson plans for the students or designing workbooks for the
students. Overall, the collective observed was largely beneficial to the teachers for they receive feedback
on their work and also design curriculum for the students.
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“Investing time for teachers to jointly plan lessons with their colleagues can raise the quality of
instruction because lesson plans are produced through careful consideration by a team of experts
who each bring varying, and often complimentary, skills and experience to the process”
-

Time for Teachers, Leveraging Expanded Time To Strengthen Instruction and
Empower Teachers (2014)

While various talking points did emerge during our field work, one in particular was worth highlighting
upon. There certainly seemed to be a feeling that Kalikayatna was trying to institute a culture of learning.
It is a well-known fact that education is an evolving process, and focussing solely on learning outcomes
and fixed lesson plans are unlikely to succeed. Integral to the whole Kalikayatna process is for teachers to
understand and evolve their process of teaching – learning by allowing them to transmit what they
perceive to be important. However, what might be of relevance to improve teachers' capacities maybe an
investment in building teachers' pedagogic content knowledge (Shulman, 1986), which is different from
both content knowledge (e.g., knowledge of physics) and pedagogical knowledge (e.g., how to use
teaching-learning material, how to engage students in experiential learning, etc.). According to Shulman
(1986) pedagogic content knowledge refers to “teachers’ interpretations and transformations of subjectmatter knowledge in the context of facilitating student learning" (Solis, 2009), in a manner that makes the
content more easily relatable and understandable to the child, according to his/her age group and
cognitive level. This is particularly important as all subjects cannot be taught in the same manner, and
more so to all age groups of children. A focus on pedagogical content knowledge can thus perhaps also
overcome the difficulties that Kalikayatna teachers face at higher grades (in classes 4 and 5 as noted
above) since this requires specialized knowledge of how this age-appropriate content can be translated
within the classroom.
The Nali- Kali collective meeting, also known as the Samalochane Sabha, brings teachers from various
schools to have a discussion. In the meeting CBPS attended, it was found that discussions were largely
concerned with administrative issues rather than curriculum development. However, teachers were also
taught a sample lesson on ‘Plant Reproduction’ by an external teacher. Like the Kalikayatna collectives,
teachers still had the opportunity to discuss doubts and learn how to teach more difficult topics.
Teacher empowerment must be seen as a process of building a collective knowledge base and community
to support each other. Peer to peer learning and interaction goes a long way in achieving these goals. The
collective meeting attended by CBPS encouraged meaningful interactions amongst peers, while the same
could not be said concussively about the Nali Kali teachers’ collective, which was perceived to be a bit
more top – down in its approach. Instituting a culture of learning amongst teachers can certainly be
replicated at the student level- in contrast; structured learning that Nali- Kali teachers engaged in gets
repeated in their practice of teaching and learning.
Providing teachers with feedback on their teaching is as important as assessing students in a schooling
system. Studies have shown increase in student performances through continuous teacher feedback and
observations (Coe, Aloisi, Higgins, & Major, 2014). When interviewed, most Kalikayatna teachers where
happy they were receiving feedback once a month. This may be through the Cluster Resource Person
(CRP) or the Prajayatna staff members. However, one teacher working in Kalikayatna schools did
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mention that he had never received feedback and another said that she would appreciate feedback more
regularly. Further, not many teachers working in Kalikayatna schools were aware of the formal
assessment system used by Prajayatna to grade teachers.
The sample of Kalikayatna teachers interviewed were also divided into those teachers who had less than,
and those who had more than five years of experience of teaching in the Kalikayatna schools. This
analysis aimed at understanding the change in teachers’ attitude once they had been exposed to the
approach for a certain amount of time. A proportion of teachers with less than five years’ experience,
preferred the Nali- Kali way of teaching. However, there was greater ambivalence on the preferred
approach among teachers who had taught the Kalikayatna approach for more than five years. Larger
proportion of teachers felt that the Kalikayatna approach was flexible, more efficient, and that grades
were better than marks. However, a few also felt that workload was heavy. This is perhaps suggestive of
the need to give a longer incubation and induction period for the programme. With the mainstream,
formal system of education largely geared towards instruction-based, Tylerian approach to education
(wherein the predominant goals are that of reaching or completing specific tasks within given time
periods), the Kalikayatna approach that focuses on processes, perhaps requires more time to be
understood by teachers, students and the community.
When asked what they felt were the drawbacks of Kalikayatna were, teachers who had less than five years
of experience felt that the lack of textbooks and insufficient writing practice were possible drawbacks.
However, teachers with greater experience felt that approach was not suitable for classes 4 and 5. This is
an important observation, since despite the pedagogic shift that maybe emphasized within the Kalikayatna
approach, its placement within the mainstream, formal education system makes it necessary for it to cater
to the requirements of the formal education system, within which reading and writing are central
objectives (rather than processes), evaluated and measured against fixed norms. Further, a few teachers
opined that their work load was heavy. Some experienced teachers also felt that it was becoming difficult
to provide individual attention to the children. In this context, what perhaps requires greater attention is
teacher and parent empowerment that is structured differently so that these important stakeholders in the
process are also brought to question the dominant methods of teaching and learning. Crucial to this would
be adequate departmental support and participation, wherein even the CRPs and other education officers
in charge of training and monitoring share a similar understanding of the teaching-learning process and
adequately support the teachers in making the shift from the mainstream understanding of rote learning to
a process-oriented, conceptual learning practice.

4.3 Textbook or no textbook?
The two most popular responses, when asked what the biggest drawback of the process is, were a lack
text books and the fact that students lack writing skills. A teacher even went on to say that he bought text
books to teach the students. Another teacher mentioned that while Kalikayatna was very good up to Class
3 level, it is very difficult for teachers to teach Class 5 students because there were a lot of concepts.
Teachers were also asked what their suggestions were to improve the system. Most teachers felt that they
needed text books. Few felt that students need exams and one teacher commented that they needed more
training before beginning the program. Again, this is perhaps a reflection of the dominant understanding
of the education system as outcomes-based. The Kalikayatna team may also have to examine this further,
in terms of its philosophy and how this relates to or finds space within the dominant framework of
education.
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CHAPTER 5
Learning Outcomes: What children can and what they cannot
We have organized the analysis of learning outcomes for both classes III and V across nine sets of
abilities / competencies / elements. These include:
1. Reading- Kannada
2. Reading- English
3. Listening
4. Writing
5. Ability to Identify and Differentiate
6. Ability to Apply
7. Ability to Analyse and Examine
8. Mathematics
9. Collaborative Learning
We have used the distribution of scores rather than using just the means, and we have undertaken the
specific item analysis to gauge the level of learning across specific ability or competency. We have also
undertaken proportion test2 for all these analyses. This helps us understand the distribution of children’s
scores.

5.1 Learning Levels- Class 3
Reading- Kannada
Students were asked to read a passage in Kannada as slowly and clearly as they could. Students were
scored based on reading fluency, punctuation and intonations. The passage was carefully selected to suit
the grade III level.
In general, students in Kalikayatna schools can be interpreted as having better Kannada reading abilities
as compared to other schools. While the proportion of students who could read fluently were almost
similar at little above that one third of total (either with correct or incorrect intonation and punctuation),
the proportion of students who could managed to eventually read despite initially struggling was much
higher (39%) for the Kalikayatna schools as compared to others where majority (44.55%) were only able
to identify letters and alphabets.

2

The difference in proportions test is carried out to test if proportion from one population i)is not equal to ii) greater
than or finally iii) less than, the proportion from a second population. The three alternate hypothesis associated with
the three situations are i)
,
and
. Consequently, the three null hypothesis
associated with the situations are
,
and
. The test statistic follows the standard
normal distribution.
Source; Stattrek http://stattrek.com/hypothesis-test/difference-in-proportions.aspx?tutorial=apk
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Figure 3: Reading (Kannada) for Class III

Percentage of children
% of students who could identify only words or
alphabets
% of students who struggle but manage to read the
passage
% of students who read fluently but have
problems with punctuation or intonation
% of students who read fluently with proper
punctuation and intonation

Alternate Hypothesis- P values
NK<KY

NK ≠KY

NK>KY

0.998

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

1

0.51

0.98

0.49

0.97

0.06

0.03

Table 6- P Values for Kannada reading (Class III)

The proportion test confirms that a significantly larger percentage of the students in schools following
Nali- Kali approach could only identify only words or alphabets whereas a larger percentage of students
in schools implementing the Kalikayatna approach struggled but managed to read the passage.
Understanding these results perhaps need a further examination of how this has been fostered. While
Kannada maybe the mother tongue or home language for most children assessed in the study, it is
important to bear in mind that the literate culture requires many other tools and cognitive preparation
when compared to the oral culture. Therefore, spoken language may not easily translate into written
language skills. Thus, it would be important to analyse how reading skills are being fostered within the
two approaches, and whether efforts to make reading contextual/ organic, or to cultivate reading through
bridge material is being made.
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Reading- English
As in the case of Kannada reading, students were asked to read a passage in English as slowly and clearly
as they could, and they were scored based on reading fluency, punctuation and intonations.

Figure 4- Reading (English) for Class III

Though the passage given was simple for the age-grade association, most children could only identify
the alphabets or at most words, irrespective of the approach. Almost no student was able to read the
passage fluently. However, a greater proportion of Kalikayatna students were able to read the passage
even though they struggled slightly. Similarly, the proportion of students who could not even identify
the letters was less for those in Kalikayatna implementing schools.

% of students who were unable to identify letters
% of students who could identify only words or
alphabets
% of students who struggle but manage to read the
passage
% of students who read fluently but have problems
with punctuation or intonation

Alternate Hypothesis- P values
NK<KY
NK ≠KY
NK>KY
0.9726
0.0547
0.0274
0.8744

0.2512

0.1256

0.0001

0.0003

0.999

0.0017

0.0034

0.9983

Table7- P Values for English reading (Class III)

The application of the proportion test showed that a statistically significantly large proportion of
students in other schools as compared to Kalikayatna students were unable to identify letters.
Similarly, statistically significant larger proportions of Kalikayatna students, when compared to the
rest performed better in terms of reading the passage though with difficulty.
Taking the performance on reading as a whole, it appears that a further evaluation in terms of how
reading skills are fostered is required. For example, a question that seems relevant here is whether
different approaches to reading such as the phonics approach or the whole word approach may affect
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the acquisition of reading skills, and whether there are perhaps these differences in teaching strategies
within the Kalikayatna and Nali Kali programmes. The phonics based approach teaches children to
decode spellings and words by breaking language into smaller, simpler units, such as phonemes. The
whole-word approach assumes that language is intrinsically meaningful, and thus, children learn to
read best contextually, recognising whole words in relation to other words and sentences. These
differences become particularly salient to the teaching of languages such as English that do not have
an explicitly phonetic structures. While in this evaluation it has not been possible to observe and
identify the specific approaches to language development, and specifically to develop reading skills,
that is undertaken within these two programmes, results such as more children in the Kalikayatna
approach being able to struggle and read a passage can perhaps be explained through closer
observation of classroom teaching practices in relation to language development. The fact that these
differences get evened out on reaching a stage where children are able to read fluently (with both
approaches showing a similar proportion of children who could undertake this), could be suggestive
of many things: for example, that perhaps the approach to reading does not perhaps matter for more
proficient readers; or that with repeated practice, both approaches can lead to similar results; or that
the identification of appropriate reading strategies is perhaps most crucial at the early stages of
acquisition of the reading skill.

Listening
To assess listening skills, students were individually read a small passage by the field personnel. The
passages were read once, slowly and based on the passage students were asked six questions.

Figure 5- Listening skills for Class III

18.7% and 19.8% of the Kalikayatna and Nali- Kali students respectively were able to listen and answer
at least four questions correctly. Furthermore, proportions of the students who were able to answer three
or two questions were slightly higher among the students of the Kalikayatna system. Overall, in terms of
listening skills, the students of both the systems seemed to have similar competency levels. There are no
significant differences in the proportions of children from both approaches in the various categories. The
proportions test reinforces the conclusion that the distribution of listening abilities is the same across both
approaches.
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Alternate Hypothesis- P values
NK<KY
NK ≠KY
NK>KY
% of students who were unable to answer two
questions
% of students who were able to listen and answer
two or three questions
% of students who were able to answer at least four
questions

0.72

0.57

0.28

0.26

0.52

0.74

0.58

0.83

0.41

Table 8- P Values for listening skills (Class III)

Writing
To assess writing skills, students were asked to write about what they would like to do when they grow
up. Students were scored on a ten point scale based on writing relevant to the topic, sentence formation
and clarity.

Figure 6- Writing skills for Class III

Only a small proportion of students understood the question and wrote relevant to the topic, the
percentage being roughly the same for both the approaches. However, a large number (40%) of
students in schools implementing Nali- Kali did not attempt the question while only 16.28% of the
students in schools implementing Kalikayatna omitted the question. A much bigger percentage of
students in the Kalikayatna were deemed to have understood the question and were able to write
relevantly while only a small proportion of students in the other approach were able to do the same.
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Alternate hypothesis- P values
% of students who did not attempt the question
% of students who did not understand the
question but made an attempt to answer
% of students who understood the question but
did not answer clearly
% of students who understood the question and
wrote relevant to the topic

NK<KY

NK ≠KY

NK>KY

1

0

0

0.04

0.082

0.96

0.00

0.01

1

0.70

0.60

0.30

Table 9- P Values for writing skills (Class III)

The proportion test results showed that a significantly larger proportion of students in Kalikayatna
both understood the question and answered the question. However, there was not a statistically
significant difference in the proportion of students who understood the question and wrote relevant to
the topic. Nali- Kali students displayed a more extreme performance compared to the Kalikayatna
students. A larger percentage of Kalikayatna students were able to write something. Since this task
required two sets of skills - reading comprehension and writing, the result is perhaps reflective of
more Kalikayatna students at least having one of the skills (comprehension), while a larger proportion
of students in the Nali Kali approach perhaps did not have both. Further, the extreme intra-group
difference may also be suggestive perhaps of large gaps within classroom learning, wherein students
who perhaps had additional support to master written language skills, or had a better aptitude for
language, had performed better on the test compared to others. However, these observations require
further extensive classroom observations to be validated.
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Figure 7- Example essay of a KY student who was deemed to have written well
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Ability to Identify and Differentiate
This competency was judged by analysing different sets of questions. Students were shown pictures,
asked to identify odd ones out, or appropriate shapes to complete the picture. The totals were scored and
students were grouped based on their performance.

Figure 8- Ability to identify and differentiate for Class III

Approximately 10% of the students from both systems had scored 75% or above. However, 65.35% of the
Nali- Kali students managed to score between 50% and 74% as opposed to 47.97% in the Kalikayatna
system. Totally, the proportion of Nali- Kali students scoring above 50% was significantly higher and a
larger percentage of Nali- Kali students are found in the middle category.

% of students who scored between 0 and 24%
% of students who scored between 25 and 49%
% of students who scored between 50 and 74%
% of students who scored between 75 and
100%

Alternate Hypothesis- P
values
NK<KY NK ≠KY NK>KY
0.00
0.00
1
0.02
0.03
0.98
1

0.01

0.05

0.43

0.87

0.56

Table 10- P Values for ability to identify and differentiate (Class III)
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Below is an example of one item analysis use for gauging the ability to identify and differentiate:
SAMPLE QUESTION:
Students were asked which choice represented the shaded region in the circle most closely.
Nali- Kali students did fare better in
this question with approximately 79%
of the students choosing the correct
option.

Only

Kalikayatna

51.16%

students

of

managed

the
to

choose the correct option. Almost a
quarter of the sampled KY students
chose option ‘C’ as their answer. The
proportion of students who neither
attempted

nor

understood

roughly the same.

Student from a
KY school who
did not
understand
the question
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Ability to Apply
Students were asked questions which required them to draw a triangle inside a circle and a time / clock
related question, which required them to identify the time. Individual marks were added and the students
were grouped based on their totals.

Figure 9- Ability to apply for Class III

In contrast to the ability to identify and differentiate, Kalikayatna students did fare better than the NaliKali students when it can to the ability to apply. 42.64% of the Kalikayatna students managed to score at
least 75% while only 17.39% of the Nali- Kali students managed the same. Further, proportion of students
who scored below 25% was higher among the Nali- Kali students with 48.70% as opposed to
Kalikayatna, where approximately 39% of the students performed poorly. The proportion test confirmed
that a significantly larger proportion of Kalikayatna students both scored between 50 and 74% and 75 and
100%, when compared to Nali- Kali Students.

% of students who scored between 0 and 24%
% of students who scored between 25 and 49%
% of students who scored between 50 and 74%
% of students who scored between 75 and
100%
Table 11- P Values for ability to apply (Class III)
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NK<KY
0.9857
0.9000
0.9020
0.0000

Hypothesis- P
NK ≠KY
0.0287
0.2001
0.1961

NK>KY
0.0143
0.1000
0.0980

0.0000

1.0000
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Below is the example of the clock and time question:
SAMPLE QUESTION:

Students were asked
to identify what the
time was and what the
time would have been
two hours earlier.

Over half of the Kalikayatna students managed to answer both the questions correctly,
while 24.35% of the Nali- Kali students managed the same. Almost half of the Nali- Kali
students were unable to answer both questions. A large number of students felt that the
time indicated on the clock was 12 O’ Clock. 18 (13.95%) KY students and 33 (28.69%) NK
students felt that the time was 12 O’ Clock. Further, 16 NK students felt that the answer to
the second question was 7 O’ Clock.
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Ability to Analyze and Examine
Students were given a small word passage and where asked to answer questions based on the passage.
The word passage gave the case of “Babu” who played cricket for two hours, studied for two hours and
then played cricket again for an hour. Students were asked to calculate how long he played cricket and
studied for.

Figure 10- Ability to analyze and examine for Class III

Approximately 37% of the Nali- Kali students were able to answer both the questions correctly whereas
only 22.48% of the Kalikayatna students managed to do the same. 63.57% (82) of the Kalikayatna
students were unable to answer both the questions. Amongst the 82 who did not answer both the
questions, 80 chose to omit the question altogether. The proportion test showed that the differences were
significant, and overall, the students in schools implementing Kalikayatna could be interpreted as having
performed worse in the ability to analyse and examine than those in other schools.
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Alternate Hypothesis- P
values
NK<KY NK ≠KY NK>KY
% of students who did not answer the question
correctly
% of students who answered only the second
question
% of students who answered only the first
question
% of students who answered both the questions

0.0478

0.0955

0.9522

0.0231

0.0462

0.9769

0.6492
0.9946

0.7016
0.0108

0.3508
0.0054

Table 12- P Values for ability to analyze and examine (Class III)

Mathematics
From the written assessment sheets, a total of five questions that were clearly and directly related to
mathematics were separated for this analysis. The total scores earned by every child across these five
items were added and the students were grouped based on the total marks they scored.

Figure 11- Mathematics skills for Class III

A higher proportion (40.31%) of Kalikayatna’s students managed to score above the 75% mark and a
higher proportion also figured in the lowest category, i/.e., students who score between 0 and 25 percent
scores. In other words, majority of the students in Kalikayatna schools were at the either end of
distribution whereas approximately 68% of the Nali-Kali students are Kalikayatna students were in the
two middle class intervals of 25-50 percent and 50-75 percent. This means that the performance of
Kalikayatna students shows a more extreme distribution than that of Nali- Kali students. This becomes
even clearer when one applies proportion test. The following Table shows that in the first level a
significantly larger proportion of Kalikayatna students are present. A significantly larger proportion of
Nali- Kali students perform at the second level. At the third level, there are no significant differences in
proportions. In the final level (75% to 100% level) a large percentage of Kalikayatna students perform
better.
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Alternate Hypothesis- P
values
NK<KY

NK≠KY

NK>KY

% of students who scored between 0 and 24%

0.09

0.18

0.91

% of students who scored between 25% and 49%

0.91

0.07

0.03

% of students who scored between 50% and 74%

0.73

0.54

0.27

% of students who scored between 75% and 100%

0.09

0.18

0.91

Table 13- P Values for mathematics skills (Class III)

The mathematics analyses here included five questions out of which three were simple questions of
number progression and simple multiplication. The two remaining questions were more tough; one also
tests the ability to analyse and examine, and the item analysis has been already been included. Another
was linked with place value and the below is the item analysis showing that students in schools
implementing Nali-Kali performed better than those in schools implementing Kalikayatna. However, it
must be noted that the analysis does not reflect whether children have gained an intrinsic knowledge of
mathematical concepts (e.g., concept of numbers, place values, etc) or not. A better performance on many
of the above-mentioned items can be an indicator of rote mathematical skills or learning standardized
patterns, made familiar to children through repeated practice with questions given in set formats. This
need not guarantee the development of a more deeper understanding of numbers or of mathematical
operations or concepts as several studies have shown (e.g., refer Baroody and Ginsberg , 1983; Ryans and
Williams, 2007).
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SAMPLE QUESTION:

The question was asked to see if students were aware of place values in Mathematics.

Approximately 60% of the Kalikayatna students and 78% of the Nali- Kali students managed to
answer this question correctly. A small handful of students chose option A or C. A larger proportion
of students who were unable to answer this question came from the Kalikayatna process with
35.66% while 20% of the Nali- Kali students were unable to answer the same. The students from
the Nali- Kali process did fare better in this question.

T test was applied to see the significance level of the difference in mean scores. This was conducted to
test if there were significant differences between the average mathematics and language scores between
the two approaches. What emerges is that while in language, using a 10% level of significance,
Kalikayatna students perform better, there is no significant difference when it comes to Mathematics.
However, it would be important to point out that individual item analysis suggests that students of class
III in Nali Kali schools are usually better in solving higher order mathematics problems. Is this because
of routinised practice?
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Mathematics
Group
Obs
Kalikayatna 129.00
Nali- Kali
115.00
Combined
244.00

Mean
13.70
13.51
13.61

Std. Err.
0.64
0.62
0.45

February, 2016

Std. Dev.
7.31
6.60
6.97

[95% Conf.
12.42
12.29
12.73

Interval]
14.97
14.73
14.49

Std. Dev.
5.48
6.08
5.85

[95% Conf.
14.01
11.56
13.21
0.70

Interval]
15.96
13.96
14.75
3.75

Table 14- Means scores for mathematics, Class III

Language
Group
Kalikayatna
Nali- Kali
Combined
Diff

Obs
123.00
101.00
224.00

Mean
14.98
12.76
13.98
2.22

Std. Err.
0.49
0.60
0.39
0.77

Table 15- Means scores for language skills, Class III

Alternate Hypothesis

Mathematics

Language

KY <NK

0.5821

0.99

KY≠NK

0.8539

0.0045

KY>NK

0.4179

0.00022

Table 16- Alternate hypothesis for mathematics and languages, Class III

Collaborative Learning
Collaborative learning is an extension of the constructive approach, in which knowledge is viewed as a
social construct, and peers create knowledge together. Theories of collaborative learning are attributed to
Lev Vygostsky. Interaction between peers and accomplishing tasks together is given importance in this
approach. Instructors have found that students often teach others, clarifying misconceptions and
addressing misunderstandings of each other.3
The benefits of collaborative learning include development of higher- level thinking, oral
communication, self- management and leadership skills, promotion of student – faculty interaction,
increase in student retention, self- esteem and responsibility, exposure to diverse points of view and in
the promotion of social skills such as arbitration and negotiation4.
Collaborative learning is an important part of the Kalikayatna process followed in most schools daily.
The learner group activities each day appear to be based on the principle of collaborative learning. The
learner group, typically, is composed of children with differing abilities and ages; this allows for diverse
points of view, in the construction of knowledge. As part of our tools we designed two group activities for
class 3 and 5, to understand the possible effects of collaborative learning. The observations from these
group activities are described in greater detail below
3
4

http://www.cte.cornell.edu/teaching-ideas/engaging-students/collaborative-learning.htmlttp:
http://www.cte.cornell.edu/teaching-ideas/engaging-students/collaborative-learning.html
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Group activity class 3
This activity examined the ability of the children to form groups and then create a dance or come up with
five original exercises. The first part of the exercise was designed to measure the ability of children to
form groups on their own, and also their ability to collaborate and create a dance. This part of the exercise
also observed the ability of children to use their surrounding space and music. In the second part of the
dance the children were asked to teach the dance or exercise that they came up with to the other group,
this second of the activity gave us an opportunity to observe the children’s ability to teach and interest the
other group in their activity and their ability to listen.
The Activity
The third standard group activity, already described earlier, led to the organic formation of two groups.
There were no stipulations on the composition of the group, other than that each group contained equal
number of people. Once the two groups were formed, each group was asked to come with five dance steps
or five exercises. The first group then, teaches the second group these dance steps or exercises. Then both
groups perform each dance.
An observation checklist was used for each group. The observation checklist contained a set of criteria to
observe. A likert scale was used to record the group activities. The four categories on the likert scale
were ‘strongly agree’, ‘ agree’, ‘ disagree’ and Strongly disagree and not applicable.
Some observations
Most groups formed easily without dispute. This was true for both approaches. Generally, there was no
need for outside intervention. The groups that formed were strongly based on gender. Though
occasionally teachers tried to intervene and create more mixed groups. In one instance, one girl came
later and was forced to join the boys group to make up equal numbers in a school following the
Kalikayatna Approach. Initially, there was some resistance, but the girl was then later was made to feel
part of the group.
Not all members contributed equally; there were children who were more proactive and would take the
lead. Students preferred to perform dances that they already learnt, and in very few instances children
came up with their own steps. Because most children were performing dances that they already knew,
there was a song that usually accompanied steps.
While the children had a good time and appeared to have fun two or three minutes after the activity
began, perhaps the time was too short for them to overcome their shyness, and come up with something
original. The children generally had to be urged to perform a dance, which was really their own. The
teacher usually ended up asking them to do a dance that they had previously learnt, as there would be
much hesitation to perform on their own. Generally, the girl groups were quicker in formulating a dance.
Among the two approaches, the only difference seemed to be that students in the Nali- Kali approach
seemed to have a more wide range of dances and songs to choose from.
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5.2 Learning Levels- Class 5
Reading- Kannada
The same approach as followed in class III was followed: students were asked to read a passage in
Kannada as slowly and clearly as they could. Students were scored based on reading fluency, punctuation
and intonations.
Figure 12: Kannada reading levels (Class 5)

Nearly one fifth of students in both the approaches are able to read fluently with proper punctuation and
intonation; this percentage being slightly higher for schools implementing Nali Kali. The analysis shows
that Kalikayatna schools have lost the advantage they depicted in reading Kannada at grade III level when
it comes to the same at grade V level. Contrary to what one witnessed earlier, a comparatively higher
proportion of students in Kalikayatna schools could not even identify the letters or words. However,
except for the category in which children struggle but manage to read, where there are significantly larger
number of Non- Kalikayatna, the proportions tests suggests that the distributions are similar, and the
differences are statistically not significant.
Table 17: P values for Kannada reading (Class 5)

Alternate Hypothesis- P values

% of students who were unable to identify letters
% of students who could identify only words or alphabets
% of students who struggle but manage to read the passage
% of students who read fluently but have problems with
punctuation or intonation
% of students who read fluently with proper punctuation and
intonation
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NonKY<KY

Non-KY
≠KY

Non- KY>KY

0.24
0.32
0.95

0.49
0.64
0.09

0.76
0.68
0.05

0.16

0.32

0.89

0.97

0.06

0.03
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Reading- English
Students were asked to read a passage in English as slowly and clearly as they could. Students were
scored based on reading fluency, punctuation and intonations.

Figure 13: English reading levels (Class 5)

While no student was able to read fluently, a small proportion of students from both processes managed to
read the passage fluently with minor problems. A slightly larger proportion of students from Kalikayatna
struggled but managed to read the passage than the Nali- Kali students. While roughly 15% of
Kalikayatna students couldn’t read at all, 22.61% of the Nali- Kali students were unable to do the same.
Proportion tests shows that Kalikayatna schools fared slightly better when it came to students’ reading the
passage even though they struggled. Larger proportion of the Nali- Kali students was unable to identify
letters.
Table 18: P values for English reading (Class 5)

Alternate Hypothesis- P values
% of students who were unable to identify letters
% of students who could identify only words or
alphabets
% of students who struggle but manage to read the
passage
% of students who read fluently but have problems
with punctuation or intonation
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Non-KY<KY

Non-KY ≠KY

Non- KY>KY

0.9335

0.1330

0.0665

0.3859

0.7719

0.6141

0.0653

0.1307

0.9347

0.7162

0.5675

0.2838
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Listening
The approach to test the listening skill was the same: students were individually read a small passage by
the researchers. Passages were read once, slowly and based on the passage students were asked six
questions.
Figure 14: Listening skills (Class 5)

Barring a small percentage, almost all students (94 percent) in schools following the textbook approach
(Nali Kali schools) were able to answer at least 2 questions; about half of them could answer at least four
questions. In contrast, about one fourth of students in Kalikayatna schools could not answer even one
question, and only about 42 % managed to answer at least four questions. The proportions test suggested
significantly better performance of the non-Kalikayatna school students. These findings must be seen in
relation to the earlier observations on teacher empowerment, wherein teachers clearly expressed their
opinion on the difficulties with the use of Kalikayatna approach for higher classes. With the increasing
complexity of language in higher grades, what needs further attention here is whether Kalikayatna
teachers are equipped with the content, pedagogic and pedagogic-content knowledge required for
translating higher order language skills to students.
Table 19: P values for listening skills (Class 5)

Alternate Hypothesis- P values
% of students who were unable to answer two
questions
% of students who were able to listen and answer
two or three questions
% of students who were able to answer at least
four questions
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Non-KY<KY

Non-KY ≠KY

Non- KY>KY

0.00

0.00

1

0.96

0.08

0.94

0.87

0.26

0.13
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Writing
Students were asked to create a short story which involved a monkey, a boy, a girl, bananas and apples.
Figure 15: Writing skills (Class 5)

Approximately 10% of Non- Kalikayatna students managed to write clearly and relevant to the topic
while only about 5% of Kalikayatna’s students managed to do the same. The proportion of students
who did not attempt the question was higher in the Kalikayatna system. The proportion of students
who did not understand the question but attempted to answer was roughly the same for both the
approaches. Proportion tests also confirmed that the writing skills among the students who followed
the Non- Kalikayatna approach was better. Again, these scores must be understood in relation to
Kalikayatna teachers' observations that the approach provided lesser practice to students in relation to
writing tasks. As discussed earlier, knowing or understanding are very different skills when compared
to writing (since written language is very different from spoken language), and fostering the former
may not automatically lead to improved abilities on written tasks.
Table 20: P values for writing skills (Class 5)

Alternate Hypothesis- P values
% of students who did not attempt the question
% of students who did not understand the question but
made an attempt to answer
% of students who understood the question and
answered clearly
% of students who understood the question and wrote
relevant to the topic
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Non-KY<KY

Non-KY ≠KY

Non- KY>KY

0.05

0.10

0.95

0.53

0.94

0.47

0.76

0.48

0.24

0.0

0.0

1
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Figure 16: Example essay of a Non- Kalikayatna student who was deemed to have written well
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Ability to Identify and Relate to the Surroundings
Students were asked to name everyday objects that have air and questions related to natural phenomena.
Figure 17: Ability to Identify and Relate to the Surroundings (Class 5)

Approximately 23% of the Kalikayatna students managed to answer all the questions correctly while
only 10% of the Non- Kalikayatna students managed the same. Overall, the proportion of students
who managed to answer at least two questions was 52.23% in the Kalikayatna process while 48.72%
in the Non- Kalikayatna. Kalikayatna students did perform marginally better in this competency, as a
significantly larger proportion of Kalikayatna students were able to answer all four questions
correctly.
It is significant to note that the specific questions used to test this competency actually come from
standard school text-books. Despite this, it is perhaps important to examine why students from nonKalikayatna students performed poorer compared to Kalikayatna students; and how the Kalikayatna
approach has been able to foster children's ability identify concepts and relate it to their
surroundings. While the exact process for developing the particular concept tested during this
evaluation process could not be observed, during classroom observations it was noted that teachers
invited children to bring in their local language while discussing particular topics. For example,
during an observation at a school in Ramanagara, it was seen that the teacher invited the students to
present their own knowledge about local medicine available in relation to the topic of health being
discussed in class.
Table 21: P values for Ability to Identify and Relate to the Surroundings

Alternate Hypothesis- P values
% of students who were unable to at least
answer two questions
% of students who were able to answer two or
three questions correctly
% of students who were able to answer at least
four questions correctly
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Non-KY<KY

Non-KY ≠KY

Non- KY>KY

0.71

0.58

0.29

0.94

0.12

0.06

0.00

0.01

1
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Ability to Apply
We attempted to assess this skill through two problem solving questions. One problem was based on a
given price list and students were asked to make a bill based on the amount of respective items that one
had to buy. Another was related to the interpretation of data provided in a graph. The problems required
students to apply the mathematical as well as interpretational skills.
Figure 18: Ability to Apply (Class 5)

Nearly 6.72% of the sampled students managed to score above 75% in the Kalikayatna system while only
3.42% of the Non- Kalikayatna students could manage the same. Further, 13.43% of the Kalikayatna
students and 10.25% of the Non- Kalikayatna students managed to score between 50% and 74%. Overall,
Kalikayatna students did manage to score better than the Nali- Kali students, although, the difference was
marginal. The proportions tests suggest that the differences are not significant.
Table 22: P values for Ability to Apply (Class 5)

Alternate Hypothesis- P values
Non-KY<KY

Non-KY ≠KY

Non- KY>KY

0.50

0.99

0.50

0.85

0.29

0.15

0.22

0.44

0.79

0.12

0.24

0.88

% of students who scored between 0 and
24%
% of students who scored between 25 and
49%
% of students who scored between 50 and
74%
% of students who scored between 75 to
100%
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SAMPLE QUESTION:

Students were given data on prices of
vegetables and were asked to fill out a
receipt based on items bought in a
shop. Marks were awarded from 0 to
5 based on the student’s ability to
solve the problem.

The proportion of students who
answered the question fully was
higher in the Kalikayatna
schools.
The proportion of students who
received 3 marks or higher were
roughly similar in both the
processes (31.34% in the KY vs
29.06% in the NK).
The proportion of students who
were unable to answer the
question entirely was higher in
the Kalikayatna schools.
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SAMPLE QUESTION:

Students were given data
in the form of a graph and
asked to interpret and
answer 5 questions.

A very small number of
students managed to answer
all five questions correctly.
However, the percentage of
students who answered at
least three questions was
higher among the KY schools
with 21.65%. Even though
more number of KY students
were unable to answer even
one question, a larger
percentage of students from
KY fared well.
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Ability to Analyze and Examine
Students were asked four questions on pattern recognition, number recognition and completing a series.
Figure 19: Ability to Analyze and Examine (Class 5)

Approximately 43% of Non- Kalikayatna students were unable to answer even one question while
36.57% of Kalikayatna students were unable to do the same. 33.58% of the Kalikayatna students were
able to answer at least two questions to all the questions while 35.89% of the Non- Kalikayatna students
were able to do the same. The proportions of students who were able answer at least two questions was
nearly the same.
Table 23: Ability to Analyze and Examine (Class 5)

Alternate Hypothesis- P values
% of students who were unable to at least
answer any question
% of students who were unable to at least
answer two questions
% of students who were able to answer two or
three questions correctly
% of students who were able to answer at least
four questions correctly

Non-KY<KY

Non-KY ≠KY

Non- KY>KY

0.84

0.32

0.16

0.06

0.12

0.94

0.40

0.81

0.60

0.84

0.32

0.16

The distribution for both approaches appears to be similar except in the category of students, who were
unable to at least answer two questions, where the number of children is significantly small for those who
followed the Non- Kalikayatna approach, than the Kalikayatna approach.
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SAMPLE QUESTION:

Students were asked to find the missing number through logical reasoning.

A slightly larger percentage of student from the Kalikayatna schools were able to answer the
question correctly i.e. 37.31% of the KY students managed to answer as compared to 30.77%
of the NK students. Further, 64 (47.76%) students in KY and 49 (41.88%) in the NK schools
did not attempt the question.
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Mathematics
Mathematics scores were calculated and grouped based on questions related to fractions, perimeter and a
case study.
Figure 20: Mathematics skills (Class 5)

Kalikayatna students performed only marginally better with 20.89% of students scoring higher than
75%. The proportion of students who managed to score above 50% was higher among the
Kalikayatna students. Almost 57% of the Kalikayatna students scored above the 50% mark while
50.43% of the Non- Kalikayatna students managed to do the same.

Table 24: P values for Mathematics (Class 5)

Alternate Hypothesis- P values
% of students who scored between 0 and 24%
% of students who scored between 25 and
49%
% of students who scored between 50 and 74%
% of students who scored between 75 and
100%

Non-KY<KY

Non-KY ≠KY

Non- KY>KY

0.83

0.34

0.17

0.57
0.29

0.86
0.58

0.43
0.71

0.28

0.56

0.72

The proportion test suggests that the distribution of both Kalikayatna and Nali- Kali students are not
significantly different.
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SAMPLE QUESTION:
Students were asked to
shade the figures which
represented the fractions.

82.84% of the KY students
answered both questions
correctly while 76.07% of the
students in other schools
managed the same. In all
categories, the proportion of
students was roughly similar
with Kalikayatna students
performing marginally better.

Student from a KY
school who was
unable to answer
both the questions
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T test was applied to test if there were significant differences between the average mathematics and
language scores of students of class V between the two approaches. The means tests indicate at the 10%
level of significance, on an average, that Kalikayatna students perform better at Mathematics and NonKalikayatna students in language. This is opposite of what emerged for class III where the difference in
Mathematics mean score was not significant and Kalikayatna children performed better in Languages.
Overall, it would important to examine the reason for this reversal of trend in performance from early
advantages gained by the Kalikayatna approach. This can perhaps be evaluated in relation to the
difficulties that teachers are facing in applying an integrated approach to conceptual learning and subject
knowledge at higher grade levels, which may perhaps also result from a lack of a clear structuring of
classroom experiences and school learning processes, as seen within the government approach, that
students are mainly familiar with. In the government schools, on the other hand, the shift by class to
more conventional schooling practices such as division of subjects and class periods may perhaps allow
for clearer goal setting and expectations from the child. This is not to suggest that the latter is therefore
more beneficial. Rather, it is draw attention to how learning must be organised in a manner that learning
goals, objectives, processes and expectations are also sensible to the learner. Thus, it is important to take a
stock of the methodology of the programme both in relation to students understanding and expectations
from schooling, and in relation to the larger school goals and the existing education system, in order to be
able to design a pedagogy that also allows for students to understand the process of teaching-learning
better.
Mathematics
Table 25: Means scores for mathematics, Class III

Group
Kalikayatna
Nali- Kali
Combined
Diff
Language

Obs
132.00
115.00
247.00

Mean
12.47
14.02
13.19
-1.54

Std. Err.
0.49
0.57
0.38
0.75

Std. Dev.
5.68
6.09
5.92

[95% Conf.
11.49
12.89
12.45
-3.02

Interval]
13.45
15.14
13.93
-0.07

Std. Err.
0.63
0.70
0.47
0.94

Std. Dev.
7.20
7.54
7.38

[95% Conf.
13.94
15.34
14.98
-3.41

Interval]
16.42
18.12
16.83
0.30

Table 26: Means scores for language skills, Class 5

Group
Kalikayatna
Nali- Kali
combined
Diff

Obs
132.00
115.00
247.00

Mean
15.18
16.73
15.90
-1.55

Table 27: Alternate hypothesis for mathematics and languages, Class 5

Alternate Hypothesis

Mathematics

Language

KY<NK

0.92

0.05

KY ≠NK

0.15

0.10

KY>NK

0.07

0.95
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Group activity Class 5
The group activity for class 5 was conducted out in both Ramanagara and Bellary districts. Both NaliKali and Kalikayatna schools participated in this exercise. The group activity/game was carried out in 22
instances. The activity required at least 8- 10 children, therefore, we were unable to conduct the activity in
some of the schools in Ramanagara district, where the class strength among the class 5 students was less
than 10 students. The prize for this game was a bag of chocolates. This group game / activity was an
exercise designed to test the decision making abilities of the group under various scenarios, their
competitive nature and their ability to complete tasks as a group.
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Mainly groups formed easily without much dispute. The choice of leader was perhaps a little more
difficult, with multiple children wanting to be the leader; however generally children selected a leader
easily, within the allotted time. There was some confusion on the possible role of the leader, and the
children seemed to be disappointed that the leader’s role was mainly administrative. The leader appeared
to be the child who wanted to write down the answers. Most groups identified the leader in the given
time of three minutes.
Stage 1
Activity 1: identification of objects in a picture.( Group activity)
Children were given 5 minutes to identify and list objects in a picture. On some occasions, the leader
would begin to list the objects. They had to be instructed once again that another member in the group had
to take part and play the role of the scribe. The number of objects identified varied from 5 to 19. Children
generally stuck to the time limits, and generally followed the rules, they were often able to come to a
decision immediately, co- operate and take others opinion into account. Though, on certain occasions,
certain children dominated the activity. Most groups were able to identify around 10 to 15 objects within
the allotted time period.
Activity 2: Arrangement of decimal numbers in the ascending order (Individual activity)
In this activity the group was asked to select a child who had not taken on any role in activity 1( a child
who was not the leader nor the scribe) . This child could either be part of their own group or the other
group. Children generally chose a member from their own group. The selected child now had to write the
number s given in ascending order. The task had to be completed in 3 minutes, without any help from
other group members. No group got this task right; children seem to experience some difficulties with
decimals. The groups generally stuck to the time limits, other children tried to help the selected child,
however they followed the rules, once they were reminded again.
No child could complete this task properly; neither from the Kalikayatna nor the Nali- Kali schools.
While teachers assured that they had been taught decimals, the concept of ascending order and decimal
places seemed to baffle them. Perhaps, this is an area that requires investigation.
In all cases the scores obtained from the first activity became the default score s for the second stage. In
most cases the team with the higher score chose not to proceed to the next stage. The previous
mathematics problem seemed to scare them. Therefore, when faced with another mathematics challenge,
most children chose not to proceed and share the chocolate with their friends. Also, the children were
aware of their group members’ abilities, and seemed to weigh them carefully, before arriving at a
decision, on whether to proceed or desist.
The group activities revealed that children are aware of the ability of other children within the group, and
based on this information make informed decisions, once the game is understood.
However, the group activities also revealed, perhaps, the drawbacks of group activities, where certain
individuals tend to dominate the proceedings: these observations are also supported by our classroom
observations where certain children tend to dictate the learner group activities. Perhaps various incentive
procedures maybe explored where greater participation by all children is ensured.
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CHAPTER 6
Parental Feedback
The Kalikayatna approach facilitates parental involvement by holding parent teacher meetings and by
sending the child’s work home once a week for their feedback. In the other approach too, parent teacher
meetings are held. Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were conducted to understand the role and extent of
parental involvement in the practice. The number of parents who attended the parent teacher meetings
varied across the meetings, depending on their availability.
Among the parents we spoke to, most discussions were largely positive for both the approaches:
Kalikayatna and Nali Kali. Parents felt that these approaches created enthusiasm for learning. They
appeared to be impressed by the discussion based approach to learning and the fact children were learning
from each other. They felt that environment created in the school was conducive to learning. However,
this feedback was very general and did not necessarily emanate from a deep understanding of the
approach. This became clear as the remarks were largely tentative and the concerns expressed were rarely
to do with the approaches; they were to do with the need for better facilities, the need for textbooks,
greater focus on English learning and the availability of teachers. In the instance, where the parents
expressed overt displeasure with the Kalikayatna approach in a Ramnagara school, it seemed to be
displeasure with the state of affairs, mainly related to sports equipment and other administrative issues.
Parents generally wanted a textbook, saying that it would act as guide to teach children at home and also
provide some reading material for the children. In one school in Ramnagara, the parents felt that the
Kalikayatna approach was too informal and there was not enough discipline. The parents felt that the
alternative, private convent schools, provided greater discipline, and students learnt better in such an
atmosphere. Similarly, in a Nali- Kali school in Ramanagara, parents felt that teachers should introduce
marks instead of grades and should teach the children to be more disciplined. In Ramnagara, particularly,
parents from both approaches seemed to feel that there should be more discipline in government schools;
that government schools should aspire be more like a private convent school. Few parents seemed to be
of the opinion that children should be afraid of the teacher. This reinforces the fact that parents are tuned
to an approach where textbooks and discipline are considered two most critical pillars for school
education. And the efforts to orient them to alternative ways of thinking have either been absent or
ineffective. This is true for both the approaches.
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CHAPTER 7
Evaluation of the Assessment Process
An integral component of the education process is 'assessment', and if learning for the broader context of
life must be ensured, rather than for the purpose of meeting a narrow set of learning outcomes, then it is
important to give a serious consideration to the form of assessment applied to the learner. While the
dominant practice within education has to measure 'performance' on specific tests, Gipps (2003, p.1)
argues that the culture of assessment has been undergoing a change internationally, stating that "
Assessment is undergoing a paradigm shift, from psychometrics to a broader model of educational
assessment, from a testing and examination culture to an assessment culture." Further, she points out that
"... assessment to support learning, offering detailed feedback to the teacher and pupil, is necessarily
different from assessment for monitoring or accountability purposes." Traditional models of education see
the curriculum as a distinct body of information that can be transmitted to the learner, and therefore use
assessments that check whether the information has been received. However newer theories of learning
(such as cognitivist and constructivist), which stress the individual's role in the process of meaning
making provide a more diverse process of assessment that checks for the structure and depth of students'
learning (Gipps, 2003). Even the Yashpal Committee Report on Learning Without Burden (1991)
stresses the importance not only of reorganising the curriculum to make learning joyful, but also the need
to change the pattern of assessment that is currently followed, as it leads to a lot of stress and anxiety,
while also failing to test for deep learning. Even NCF 2005 states that it is important for the education
system to move towards a form of Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE), which allows teachers
to be able to identify students strengths and weaknesses and provide continuous feedback. It also
recognises that such evaluations shift the focus of testing from memory to higher-level competencies such
as interpretation, analysis and problem-solving skills. To this extent, the Karnataka state education
department has made an effort to introduce CCE at the PUC level, and also to further implement this as a
practice for primary and secondary schools as well, as mandated by the Right to Education (RTE, 2009)
Act.

The Kalikayatna approach, by having already introduced the concept of an ongoing 'student portfolio',
thus, seems to have taken a visionary step in the right direction. Assessments consist of a range of
portfolios maintained (i.e., ranging from weekly to bi-annually), which make a note of students abilities,
weaknesses and strengths that can be used by teachers as guides to further develop students' abilities.
Further, assessment is conceived as a collaborative process between students, parents and teachers though
this could not be substantiated through fieldwork. The assessments are also designed to reflect the ability
of a child to apply and synthesize knowledge and to ensure that the child has understood a particular
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concept. Below, an illustration of the assessment process and its strengths is given, by analysing the
portfolios developed for four students.

Assessment of Ongoing Portfolios based on Grades given by Kalikayatna
Kalikayatna grades children according to a combination of mathematics and language skills, based on the
work in their ongoing portfolio. The grades awarded in the ascending order are: evolving, involved,
interested and self- directed.
A sample of four portfolios was examined; two class 5 portfolios and two class 3 portfolios. Two of the
four portfolios considered, one from class 3 and the other from class 5, were sample portfolios sent to us
earlier by Kalikayatna. These portfolios were included because they tracked the monthly learning
movement of the child. A random class 5 portfolio was also considered. The second class 3 portfolio
considered appeared to be of a child, who experienced learning difficulties. The observations from these
portfolios as regards the tracking of learning achievements of the child are follows.


When a child obtains the self- directed grade in class 5, generally, the child seems to exhibit the
level of competence desired. For example, when a child is graded as self-directed in writing, the
ongoing portfolio includes examples of independent writing and the writing skills seem well
developed. This also generally appears to be true for mathematical skills such as addition,
subtraction, division and multiplication for class 5. The students can generally do multiple digit
problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division operations.



In the case of addition and subtraction for a class 3 child the progress made in addition was clear.
The child moved from evolving to interest. For example, the child could do three digit additions
in the third year as compared to one digit problems in the first year. The ongoing portfolio
suggested that the child took longer to gain proficiency in multiplication and division, when
compared to addition and subtraction. The child could do three digit addition problems at the end
of the third year, but only 2*1 digit multiplication problems. However, the grades obtained for
both operations were the same- involved. Why this distinction was made between the two
operations is not apparent. Perhaps the standards for multiplication are lower.



In the grading of English writing skills the distinction between interested and self-directed is
not transparent. Both portfolios contain words and phrases in English. However, the grades
awarded are different.



Sometimes, the portfolio did not contain examples of practice of certain skills. For instance, a
class three child had progressed from an evolving to involved grade in division and time skills;
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there were few or no examples of problems in division or time in the child’s ongoing portfolio.
Therefore it was difficult to say if this increase in proficiency had actually occurred. This was
also true for a class five portfolio; the child showed no progress over three months.While the
child is at the self-directed stage for most skills and can show no further improvement in these
areas, it is difficult to believe that the child shows no improvement in areas where the child was
performing at interested and involved levels. The areas, in which the child scored less than the
self-directed grade and remained static over the whole year were decimals and fractions, areas(c),
simple interest and percentages. There were few examples of problems involving decimals and
simple interest. Therefore, it was very difficult to see if the child had acquired greater proficiency
in these areas.
These examples perhaps suggest a need to work more with teachers in developing a nuanced
understanding of the conceptual developments into which each topic can be broken down into. For
example, a concept such as decimals can be broken down into many sub-competencies, including the
ability to understand parts and whole, the ability to work with the base 10 system of numbers, the
ability to multiply as well as the properties of multiplication and so on. Similarly, with respect to
English writing as well, it is perhaps necessary to develop clear indicators that can help teachers rate
these competencies, and clearly differentiate between the different levels of achievement. Further, it
is also important perhaps to train teachers in the practice of ethnographic observation and notemaking, since in some cases it appeared that the grades had no accompanying descriptions of the
abilities or processes, through which they could be made sense of.
The Teacher’s assessment of the portfolio of the class three children with learning difficulties
appeared to be a true representation of the child’s abilities. In all skills, except time and the
identification of numbers the child was given the lowest grade.

For the time and number

identification skills, the child was given a grade of involved, an examination of the child portfolio
revealed clearly that the child write the first 80 numbers and could draw a clock.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions and Suggestions
Kalikayatna, as a process, envisages a shift in learning from “what students learn” to “how students
learn”. The teacher’s role is being changed to that of a facilitator. Teachers are encouraged to take up
lessons in a way which is relatable to students. Kalikayatna strives to make learning go beyond textbooks,
with facilitators encouraged to help students understand and make sense of what is around them.
Prajayatna, through the Kalikayatna approach, has attempted to implement the recommendations of the
NCF 2005 within the rural, multi- grade government schools it is running. While it is an arduous task to
implement all recommendations, some of the key findings observed by CBPS are:
1. Greater autonomy for teachers: a reality
NCF 2005 observed that the curriculum students adhere to are often alien to them. A greater chunk of
responsibility in planning lessons must come to teachers who are, in fact, the best judges of what children
should be learning in the early stages of educational development. The Kalikayatna approach does adhere
to this. Teachers in the collective meetings are encouraged to discuss and plan lessons on a monthly basis,
thereby, structuring concepts around what the students are already familiar with. The NCF had also
recommended a shift in the role of a teacher to a facilitator. Teachers are encouraged, in the approach, to
be more interactive and flexible. With no fixed plan for a particular day, teachers do teach various
subjects from mathematics to environmental sciences all under the banner of a single concept. As stated
earlier, all teachers found the collectives useful. It helped them obtain feedback, allowed them to observe
how teaching was going on in other schools and helped them clarify any doubts they had. The collective
meetings do seem to go a long way in helping teachers become more empowered.
2. Activity based learning
Learning through songs and dance is an important way of delivering lessons for it prevents boredom,
piques interest and reduces student absenteeism. More importantly, the activity-based method helps the
child retain concepts and understand them better, as it helps children relate experientially to the topics.
While the Nali- Kali students also sing and dance, it is not necessarily well integrated. Kalikayatna
attempts to integrate activities with lessons which help in achieving a flow within a day’s lesson, though
teachers may be struggling with this at higher grade levels.
However, it was noticed there were large amounts of materials for teachers to use and students to learn
from in Nali Kali classrooms. Classes were donned with posters, charts and students’ works were
displayed, hanging from the ceiling. Further, it was observed that the teachers from the Nali- Kali
approach were able to use instructional aids more effectively.
3. Learning outcome differences largely insignificant
Although there are some differences in learning levels between the two approaches, these are largely not
very significant. It would be important to take a step back and look at how learning outcomes can be
reflected upon within the purview of the education system. With regards to abilities measured, there is no
doubt that Kalikayatna school students have fared better in some, while Non- Kalikayatna students have
done better in other aspects. But without looking at the two processes comparatively, it would be
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important to understand what measuring learning outcomes hope to achieve and how they can be
improved upon.
Taking language skills, for example, survey results showed us that a large percentage of Kalikayatna
students struggled to read a passage but managed to get past it. Further, a large percentage of students also
managed to write something in their essay question without really understanding what the question meant.
NCF goals for language have highlighted learning languages should result in children being more creative
and having greater ability to express their thoughts. So what could the above survey result tell us? One
may deduce that Kalikayatna students may not be afraid to answer questions even if they did not
thoroughly understand a particular question. It may also tell us that these children are learning to
confident about themselves. It may also give us an insight into their creativity.
The Kalikayatna approach tends to lean towards holistic learning, rather than focussing on learning
outcomes. Whether the approach improves learning outcomes in the long run cannot be stated
conclusively in this report. However, if there is a chance that it helps children become more confident,
alienate fear while fostering creativity, then it could be seen as big positives for the programme.
Additionally, fostering this integrated nature of learning perhaps also requires longer time, support
outside school (in homes, within the community). Creating broader awareness about the nature of learning
and the goals for learning among the community can also perhaps help them foster these skills better,
through an integration of classroom learning with everyday life.
Greater teacher empowerment, specifically in relation to pedagogical-content knowledge also has a
significant role to play in ensuring that the goals of the programme are met. The latter issue particular
requires structural changes and support from the educational bureaucracy, which must also invest in
creating a new cadre of teachers. With majority of the teachers coming from within the system that
reinforces traditional methods of teaching (both through their own experiences within school, and later
training), new and isolated interventions are liable to have lesser impact unless reinforced by the
dominant modes of thinking and authorities.
4. Concentration towards extreme performance in Kalikayatna schools
The spread of learning levels is relatively more concentrated towards extreme for Kalikayatna children–
they tend to concentrate towards the best and the worst groups. This needs further probe but both
classroom observations as well as teachers interviews tend to suggest that the approach is more helpful to
those who are ‘more interested’. As stated earlier, student participation in the classroom was not even and
to an extent, these could explain the extreme performance being more common in Kalikayatna schools.
There possibly could be a need to have a discussion on how to promote inclusiveness within the
classroom, ensuring all students partake within the classroom. Furthermore, catering to differences in
learning levels among students needs to be prioritized. One of the biggest dangers of a participatory
model of learning is that not all students tend to be interested. If done correctly, a structured, instructionbased, didactic model could ensure that most, if not all, children at least learn through rote. There are
many positives to the participatory model of learning, but could a marriage between the two systems of
education increase student participation, while ensuring more students are on a level playing field?
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5. Student Assessment: Uneven in practice and unclear role in planning the teaching-learning
Another possible explanation for greater concentration around extreme performance lies in the absence of
linking the student portfolio to the classroom activities. While each student’s portfolio is maintained and
teachers are supposed to be acting on the regular assessment that make of students, in reality, this does not
seem to happen. Classroom activities are not necessarily designed taking each child’s needs into account.
An analysis of a few sample portfolios suggested that the grades are not always consistent, e.g., children
at same stage of learning in the same class were awarded different grades. Thus, teacher empowerment
may also need to focus on working with teachers on understanding assessment, its aims, goals and
structure. While these practices of teacher empowerment may perhaps already be underway, more efforts
may perhaps have to be invested in ensuring that teacher's understand and appreciate it, and apply it to
their practice.
6. Language learning: limited to early advantages
Language, particularly reading abilities are better for students in Kalikayatna at lower levels, but the
advantages seem to wane as one progress to class V. Children following Kalikayantna approach seemed
particularly poorer in writing. Teachers when questioned about the possible drawbacks of the Kalikayatna
approach stated that in higher classes, students do not get sufficient writing practice. An examination of
the ongoing student portfolios also revealed that examples of compositions, letters and other such writing
activities were few and far between. A study by University of Pennsylvania suggested that one of the
reasons for low learning levels was the emphasis on copying rather than comprehension (Gelda et al
2014). The ongoing portfolios also contain many samples of copied poems. These copying activities are
not necessarily geared towards more ‘practice’ whereas in the Nali Kali as well as textbook approach,
there is an in-built emphasis on repeating the activities till the point where one is perceived to have
achieved a particular level of mastery. This perhaps facilitates more ‘practice’ and gets reflected in greater
concentration of children around ‘average’ performance.

7. Too teacher dependent
Classroom observations clearly revealed that the Kalikayatna classes are more ‘organic’ as compared to
Nali Kali classes that appeared to be more ‘mechanical’. However, this did not necessarily translate itself
into higher level of learning and more importantly, not in higher level of learning for all kinds of children.
This could be due to a variety of reasons. In order to be effective, it needs to be implemented ‘better’ and
all the steps have to be in tandem. Kalikayatna is highly dependent on teachers’ initiative, and these
teachers come from the same hierarchical government system where they are not necessarily used to
innovate and act independently. It is possible that there is some resistance to these processes and that gets
reflected in non-implementation of the approach as envisaged. This was evident in a number of teachers
expressing their discomfort with complete absence of textbooks, especially those teaching class 5. One
teacher had bought textbooks himself while another teacher was using Nali- Kali’s work cards to teach.
Nali Kali, in contrast, is tool dependent and therefore, to an extent, allows overcoming the teacher’s lack
of interest – in a large system, such an approach is easier to implement.
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A point to remember is that this is not a criticism of Kalikayatna as an approach. But in order for the
programme to be successful and run as envisaged, teachers need to go through the long- process of self
transformation. Trainings and familiarization of the approach prior to teachers being inducted into the
Kalikayatna schools would surely help teachers cope with a relatively new style of teaching. It would
also be important for the education department to recognise the shift in training that would be required by
teachers in order to be able to undergo this process of self-transformation. Departmental support in
reorienting training and instituting new teacher training practices is also essential for the success of the
programme.
8. Disengaged parents
While the report, Kalikayatna: Premise and Practice (NCERT, 2010), stated that there was active
community involvement in the Kaliakayatna approach, it was not evident in this study. Parents were
largely happy about the fact that their children enjoyed coming to school and were actively learning at
home. However, not many knew about the Kalikayatna approach and what it envisioned to do. A good
number also wanted greater ‘discipline’ and demanded the use of textbooks. Although this was no
different for other schools, the need for greater engagement with parents was evident in general.
In some cases it is true that children may do very well in school in spite of no involvement from their
parents and community members. Parental involvement largely occurs in three forms i.e. mimicking
many of school related behaviours and attitudes at home, reinforcing positive aspects of learning through
attention, praise, rewards etc and providing children with direct (or indirect) learning instructions
(Hoover-Dempsey & Sandler, 1995). Many studies have gone on to say that parental involvement is an
important characteristic in any education system. Research has shown that the more involvement from
parents have, greater can be the child’s achievement levels (Cotton & Wikelund, 1993). Further, this can
also be particularly significant when wanting to foster an alternate approach to learning. With parents
mostly familiar with the predominant practices of schooling, support for the culture of learning that is
sought to be created by the Kalikayatna approach maybe absent at home. Thus, parental awareness and
training can also go a long way in supporting the programme's vision and goals.
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SUMMARY OF STRENGTHS OF THE KALIKAYATNA APPROACH
Approach to Learning
Children were actively involved in the learning process and in co-constructing knowledge through discussions,
thinking through, sharing concepts, etc, as advocated by NCF 2005. Classroom teaching processes were aligned
with some of the tenets of NCF 2005, in that the teachers were also able to connect learning to outside the
classroom.
Role of Teachers and Teacher Empowerment
Teachers showed high amounts of motivation and enthusiasm towards teaching
Competence of teachers to be able to integrate topics across subjects, even without a fixed syllabus seemed to be
higher, when compared with teachers from Nali Kali schools, at least for the lower grades.
The Kalikayatna approach also made efforts to empower the teachers by organising teachers into collectives within
which they got opportunities to share their learnings and doubts. This process was largely reported to be useful by
teachers as it gave them regular and timely peer support. Unlike the Nali Kali approach in which the teachers'
collectives function as ways of addressing administrative issues, here an overall culture of learning is trying to be
instituted by the programme.
Learning outcomes
Reading abilities of children in Class 3 in Kalikayatna schools is higher than that of children in Nali Kali classes.
More children in the Kalikayatna approach were able to struggle and yet read a passage in Kannada and English.
What this might perhaps suggest is that the Kaliyatna approach may be more adapted to support the development of
early reading, however this needs to be substantiated with more micro-observations of the classrooms.
Kalikayatna students of class 3 also seemed to show better ability to read and comprehend questions, and answer
questions appropriately.
A significantly higher proportion of class 3 Kalikayatna students also performed better on the 'ability to apply', with
over 50 percent of the students being able to score between 50-100 per cent on this test. This is also perhaps
reflective of the differences in the teaching processes between Nali Kali and Kalikayatna , with the former using
activity-based learning approaches as incidental to the learning, while learning continues to remain rote; on the
other hand the latter manages to integrate the pedagogy and approach to learning better. Thus, students ability to
'apply' rather than just 'recall' seems to be better supported in the Kalikayatna process.
With respect to class 5 students, proportion tests showed that Kalikayatna students performed slightly better in
English reading than children from regular state schools.
A higher proportion of Kalikayatna students in class 5 were also able to relate concepts to their surroundings.
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A Few Suggestions
1. Teacher training
While teachers do receive feedback on their teaching regularly, many new teachers who do join the
Kalikayatna process are not trained in the process. Training happens only when a large number of
teachers join at the same time. It could be suggested that training, other than the collectives, could happen
more frequently. It is also important to train teachers not only on the ‘skills’ but also on the approach and
allow them to debate on various approaches. If teachers have to be more autonomous, they also need to
learn to ‘think’ independently and not only ‘act’ independently. In this context, it would be important to
share that a majority of the teachers did not know about the formative assessments of their skills and
capacities carried out by Prajayatna.
Teachers of the higher classes often lamented that there were too many concepts, which require greater
expertise, to teach within a short time. Teaching higher classes often becomes difficult since the concepts
being taught are inherently more difficult. Thus, it requires teaching to be perhaps more flexible, and
adaptive, with a thorough understanding of the knowledge base. Knowledge base being referred to here is
the teacher’s knowledge of the content, general pedagogical knowledge, curriculum expertise, knowledge
of learners and their characteristics and understanding the ends, purposes and values of the concepts at
large (Shulman, 1987). Further, an understanding of evaluation, and the relation between assessment and
programme goals also needs to be fostered.
Promoting some action research among teachers could be a good means of enhancing their knowledge
base while allowing them to experiment with certain methods of teaching, and therefore encouraging
them to test themselves what works better. These could be designed in a manner that the indicators of
success are in tandem with Kalikayatna and NCF approaches, and can be carried out in collaboration with
the education department. Such a broader conceptualisation of training and teacher empowerment would
also require support from the educational bureaucracy and shifts within policy and teacher training, and
hence advocacy, generating awareness and debate about such practices within the government and the
public sphere is important.
2. Review of the Approach
Taking some of the feedback on learning outcomes as evidenced in this study, a re-look at the approach as
it is being practiced may help enrich it further. This would be especially important for two aspects:
making the classrooms more resource-rich and creating more space for ‘practicing’ what they have learnt.
Resource-rich classroom can be created by bringing more books and materials, children’s work, parents’
work, etc. giving children greater opportunity to explore the physical dimensions of concepts. One
criticism coming from a teacher was that there is too much emphasis on abstraction too early in
Kalikayatna. This may or may not be true but needs to be examined seriously in view of the fact that
learning outcomes are not high for majority of the children. Considering that children largely come from
disadvantaged and non-literate backgrounds, it is even more important to make schools as resource rich as
possible.
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A question that may also need to be answered pertains to the use of teaching materials and instructional
aids. Kalikayatna teacher trainings and collectives try to ensure that teachers evolve or internalise their
way of teaching – using more group discussions. Teachers in the Nali- Kali schools seem to have been
more effective in communicating thoughts through these aids. So, can the Kalikayatna collectives help
these teachers achieve greater learning outcomes through aids rather than primarily focussing on the
process wherein the teacher learns to evolve a strategy organically based on the classroom? In relation to
this identifying and strengthening teachers' pedagogical knowledge by developing or securing appropriate
teaching-learning material and resources would also be important.
Another drawback that emanated related to greater opportunity to ‘practice’ – this could be in relation to
writing as well as other skills and concept building. Practice need not be confined to repetitive activities –
a good number of new activities could be created to allow children to practice similar skills. For instance,
schools could be encouraged to bring out a monthly wall newsletter where upper class students contribute
in writing after doing some given tasks: this could be exploratory (e.g., a group of students conducting a
small survey in the village) or creative in nature (e.g., writing a poem or a story), and younger children
could contribute drawings and other non-verbal expressions. This is just an example – many other such
activities could be thought of and included in the teaching learning process.
3. Engaging with Parents
Parents are an important stakeholder in the process of schooling and it is important to engage with them if
a new approach is being tried out and considered better for children’s learning. This engagement needs to
go beyond sharing of children’s work in a routine manner: parents need to be communicated why a
particular approach is better in a language that they understand – could be through games and discussion
if these are better modes of communication. Once parents are convinced, it would also make it easier for
teachers to transact as they will not have to face parental pressure about discipline and textbooks.
4. Greater role for education department
Considering that the Kalikayatna approach is attempting to institute an alternate culture of learning, and is
attempting to do so within the context of mainstream schooling, it is important that the philosophy and
approach of the programme be further legitimated and reemphasized by the department. The change that
the approach seeks to bring to school learning is a long-term process, and requires support from multiple
stakeholders over a period of time, including education department officials, teachers, and community.
Thus, support from the department, not just in training teachers or providing certain resources, but also in
orienting and training CRPs, block education officers, and others in-charge of the programme, as well
having outreach programmes and awareness drives for parents will be important. Further, it is important
that the department provide recognition to the alternative forms of assessments and achievements that
become part of the approach, and emphasize the validity of such outcomes of learning to the teachers and
community as well.
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APPENDIX
Written Test for Class 3
1. PÉ¼ÀV£À CAQUÀ¼À ªÀÄÄA¢£À CAQAiÀÄ£ÀÄß §gÉ¬Äj
10 15 20 25 30 35

2. PÉ¼ÀV£ÀªÀÅUÀ¼À°è UÀÄA¦UÉ ¸ÉÃgÀzÀ ¥ÁætÂAiÀÄ£ÀÄß UÀÄgÀÄw¹

ºÀÄ°

«ÄÃ£ÀÄ

D£É

PÀgÀr
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5. ¤ÃªÀÅ zÉÆqÀØªÀgÁzÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É K£ÀÄ ªÀiÁqÀÄ«j? PÉ®ªÀÅ ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À°è §gÉ¬Äj
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6. ¸ÀASÉå 789 AiÀÄ°è ºÀvÀÛgÀ ¸ÁÜ£ÀzÀ°è AiÀiÁªÀ CAQ EzÉ?

C) 7

§) 8

PÀ) 9

7. ©lÖ ¸ÀÜ¼ÀzÀ°è ¸ÀjAiÀiÁzÀ ¸ÀASÉåAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¨sÀwðªÀiÁr
4 X _____ = 12

8.
C) F ªÉÄÃ°£À UÀrAiÀiÁgÀzÀ avÀæzÀ°è£À ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄ JµÀÄÖ? -----§) CzÀPÉÌ JgÉqÀÄ UÀAmÉUÀ¼À ªÀÄÄAa£À ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄ JµÀÄÖ?________
9. ªÀÈvÀÛzÀ M¼ÀUÉ MAzÀÄ wæPÉÆÃ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ©r¹j

10. ¨Á§Ä ªÀÄvÀÄÛ gÁdÄ ¨É½UÉÎ 2 UÀAmÉUÀ¼À PÁ® QæPÉmï DrzÀgÀÄ. £ÀAvÀgÀ CªÀgÀÄ Hl ªÀiÁrzÀgÀÄ. ªÀÄzÁå£Àí 2
UÀAmÉUÀ¼À PÁ® ¥Àj¸ÀgÀ CzsÀåAiÀÄ£À N¢zÀgÀÄ. £ÀAvÀgÀ ¥ÀÅ£ÀB MAzÀÄ UÀAmÉ QæPÉmï DrzÀgÀÄ. ºÁUÁzÀgÉ,
C) CªÀgÀÄ JµÀÄÖ ºÉÆvÀÄÛ ¥Àj¸ÀgÀ CzsÀåAiÀÄ£À N¢zÀgÀÄ ?
§) CªÀgÀÄ MlÄÖ JµÀÄÖ ºÉÆvÀÄÛ QæPÉmï DrzÀgÀÄ ?

11. ©lÖ ¸ÀÜ¼ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¨sÀwð ªÀiÁr
¸ÀÆAiÀÄð_______ ¢QÌ£À°è ªÀÄÄ¼ÀÄUÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ
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12 ¸À¸ÀåzÀ ««zsÀ ¨sÁUÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß UÀÄgÀÄw¹

13. ¤ªÀÄä ±Á¯Á DªÀgÀtzÀ°è PÁtÄªÀ JgÉqÀÄ ¥ÀQëUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ºÉ¸Àj¹
C)______________
§)______________
14. PÉ¼ÀUÉ ¤ÃrgÀÄªÀ avÀæzÀ°è£À ¢PÀÄÌUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¸Àj¥Àr¹ §gÉ¬Äj

15. ¤ªÀÄä PÀÄlÄA§zÀ MAzÀÄ avÀæ §gÉ¬Äj.
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Individual Tests for Class 3
Picture identification
[Instructions: Ask the student to point out if he / she can point out any differences. Give them about 2
minutes]

Pointers:
Spot six differences from the above picture.
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Describe what is happening in the picture.

1 point for each observation.

[Instructions: Give the student one minute to tell you what observations and associations he is making]
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Describe every picture (1 point)

Kannada reading passage

Student reads the passage fluently with proper punctuation, intonation
Student reads the passage with either intonation and punctuation
Student reads the passage fluently , problems with punctuation, and intonation
Student struggles but manages to read the passage
Student can only read words and not sentences
Student can only recognize alphabets
Student refuses to read

89
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9 marks
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6 Marks
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2 Mark
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English reading
Today is a nice day. It is not very hot, nor very cold. It is Sunday, me, my brother, two sisters and parents
are all at home. We all ate food together. My sisters helped my Appa wash his bike. My brother and I
played a ball game. Appa and Amma will take us to the market and we will buy fruits, sweets, chocolates,
new color pencils and many story books
Student reads the passage fluently with proper punctuation, intonation
Student reads the passage with either intonation and punctuation
Student reads the passage fluently , problems with punctuation, and intonation
Student struggles but manages to read the passage
Student can only read words and not sentences
Student can only recognize alphabets
Student refuses to read

10 Marks
9 marks
8 Marks
6 Marks
4 Marks
2 Mark
0 marks

Kannada Listening skills (translated into English).
[Instructions: You will read the passage once slowly and clearly. You will then ask the student questions.
Read it in Kannada.]
Raju went to the field at 1;00 clock. In the field he saw cows, birds, frogs and a snake
His father was planting onions in the field. He helped his father and came home after half an hour.
He had lunch and then started doing homework.
Questions
1. How many animals did Raju see?
2. What was his father doing?
3. What time did he come home?
4. What did he do when he came home?
5. What other animals do you see in a field?
6. What else can Raju do when he comes home?
(1 mark for each point)
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Group Activity for Class 3
Step 1: The class is asked to form into two
roughly equal groups (A and B). The
formation of these groups should occur
naturally based on the student’s choice.

Step 2 Each group is then asked to come
up, simultaneously, with five dance steps
or physical exercises.

Step 3
Group A teaches Group B the dance

Things to observe
 How are the groups formed; easily or
with lot of dispute about who goes
where.
 Resolution of these disputes, do the
students ask an elder to intervene or do
the students resolve the dispute by
themselves.
 Composition of groups -is it based on
gender or other apparent classifications
 Use of available physical space
 Use
of
space-do
the
students
immediately, go move to far off places.
Do they treat this activity as a secret
activity.
 Is there contribution by all members, or
do only few members appear interested
and suggest steps
 Are the students equally receptive to
ideas and suggestions from all members
 Do one or two people dominate the
activities
 Are attempts made to include people
who are shy?
 Where do ideas come from, previous
movies, local dances, free ideas?
 Do they just try to replicate a previous
dance?
 Music- Do the children use music, how
do they make music? Do they sing?





Are they patient while teaching the other
group the dance
How do they teach the steps as a group or
is one- on –one?
Are members of groups receptive to
learning the steps
How does group A make it interesting
for group B
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Step 4
They perform the dance.





Step 5
Group B now teaches group A the dance








Step 6
The entire group performs group B’s
dance

February, 2016

Use of space for the dance. Do they ask
where they should dance or they just
dance anywhere
Is there some music made while dancing
Do they appreciate each other after the
dance is over.
In addition to Criteria mentioned in step
3
Do they still appear to be interested or
are they bored
Even if they are bored are they polite to
the other members
Do they make comparisons between
their dance and this dance
Comparisons on content of dance or is it
just saying one is better than the other
In addition to criteria for step 4
Are they equally appreciative of each
other’s talents?

Observation tool
Observations

Strongly
Agree
Agree

1. The groups are formed easily, without
dispute
2. For the resolution of these disputes, the
students ask an elder
3. The groups are formed based on gender
4. The students use the space available with
them
5. All members contribute effectively
6. Students are equally receptive to new ideas
from all members
7. Some students try to dominate the activity
8. Shy/ reclusive students are being encouraged
to participate
9. The children are using music and other props
for the activity.
10. They are patient while teaching the other
group to dance?
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Disagree

Strongly
N/A
Disagree
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11. The whole group teaches the other group
12. Group members are receptive to learning
from their peers
13. Students are making an effort to make the
activity interesting
14. Students appreciate each other once the
dance is over
15. The first group appear interested when
learning from the second
16. The first group are polite
17. The groups make comparisons to each
others dance
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Written Test for Class 5
C) ¥Àj¸ÀgÀ «eÁß£À
1. F PÉ¼ÀPÀAqÀ ºÉÃ½PÉUÀ¼ÀÄ “¸Àj” CxÀªÁ “vÀ¥ÀÅö”à JA§ÄzÀ£ÀÄß §j¬Äj (2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
C) ¸ÀÆAiÀÄð£ÀÄ MAzÀÄ PÀÈvÀPÀ ±ÀQÛAiÀÄ ªÀÄÆ®ªÁVzÉ__________
D) ¤Ãj£À D«AiÀÄÄ C¤® gÀÆ¥ÀzÀ°èzÉ___________________
2. PÉ¼ÀUÉ PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀ avÀæªÀ£ÀÄß ¸Àj¥Àr¹ (4 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
¤ÃgÀÄ

ªÀÄAdÄUÀqÉØ
GµÀÚvÉ ºÉaÑ¹

D«
GµÀÚvÉ PÀrªÉÄªÀiÁr

GvÀÛgÀ:
3.PÉ¼ÀV£À ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À°è UÀÄgÀÄw¹gÀÄªÀ ¥ÀzÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß §zÀ°¹ ªÁPÀåUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¸Àj¥Àr¹j (2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
C) £ÀªÀÄä CAUÉÊAiÀÄ£ÀÄß GfÓzÀgÉ WÀµÀðuÉAiÀÄ PÁgÀt vÀA¥ÀÅ DUÀÄvÀÛzÉ
GvÀÛgÀ_______________________
D) ¸ÀªÀÄÄzÀæzÀ ¤ÃgÀÄ ±ÀÄzÀÞ ¤Ãj£À MAzÀÄ ªÀÄÆ®
GvÀÛgÀ______________________
4. £ÁªÀÅ UÁ½AiÀÄ£ÀÄß £ÉÆÃqÀ¯ÁUÀÄªÀÅ¢®è.CzÀÄ ¸ÀÜ¼ÀªÀ£ÀÄß DPÀæ«Ä¹PÉÆ¼ÀÄîvÀÛzÉ. ¤ªÀÄä ¸ÀÄvÀÛ ªÀÄÄvÀÛ EgÀÄªÀ/PÀArgÀÄªÀ UÁ½
vÀÄA©zÀ JgÉqÀÄ ªÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À£ÀÄß ºÉ¸Àj¹ (2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
C)________________________
D)________________________
5. PÉ¼ÀUÉ ¤ÃqÀ¯ÁVgÀÄªÀ ¥ÁæPÀÈwPÀ WÀl£ÉUÀ¼À ¥ÀjuÁªÀÄªÀ£ÀÄß ºÉ¸Àj¹(2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
C) CwÃ ºÉZÁÑzÀ ªÀÄ¼É :___________________
D) ªÀÄ¼ÉAiÀÄ wÃªÀæ PÉÆgÀvÉ:__________________
§) PÀxÉ §gÀªÀtÂUÉ : ¤UÀ¢vÀ ¸ÀªÀÄAiÀÄ: 10 ¤«ÄµÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀiÁvÀæ
¤ÃªÀÅ PÀxÉUÁgÀgÉAzÀÄ H»¹PÉÆ½î. F PÉ¼ÀUÉ PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀ ªÀiÁ»wAiÀÄ£ÀÄß §¼À¹ MAzÀÄ ¸ÀtÚ PÀxÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß §gÉ¬Äj. (15
CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
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C) ªÀiÁzsÀªÀ (ºÀvÀÄÛ ªÀµÀðzÀ ¨Á®PÀ) D) «ÄÃgÁ (ºÀvÀÄÛ ªÀµÀðzÀ ¨Á®Q)
E) 5 ¨Á¼ÉºÀtÄÚUÀ¼ÀÄ
F) 2 PÉÆÃwUÀ¼ÀÄ

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

PÀ) UÀtÂvÀ
1. ©ü£ÀßgÁ²AiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÀÆPÀÛªÁV ¥Àæw¤¢ü¸À®Ä PÉ¼ÀUÉ ¤ÃqÀ¯ÁVgÀÄªÀ avÀæzÀ°è §tÚvÀÄA©j.(2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
2
--5

1
--4
2. MAzÀÄ ±Á¯ÉAiÀÄ°è 200 «zÁåyðUÀ½zÁÝgÉ. ±Á¯ÉAiÀÄ°è ¸ÁévÀAvÀæ÷åzÀ ¢£ÁZÀgÀuÉAiÀÄAzÀÄ ¥Àæw «zÁåyðUÉ 8 ¥É¤ì¯ï
¤ÃqÀ®Ä ¤zsÀðj¹gÀÄvÁÛgÉ. ºÁUÁzÀgÉ
C) CªÀjUÉ ¨ÉÃPÁUÀÄªÀ MlÄÖ ¥É¤ì¯ïUÀ¼À ¸ÀASÉå JµÀÄÖ? (1 CAQ)
GvÀÛgÀ_________________________
D) ¸ÁévÀAvÀæ÷åzÀ ¢£ÁZÀgÀuÉAiÀÄAzÀÄ PÉÃªÀ® 160 «zÁåyðUÀ¼ÀÄ ±Á¯ÉUÉ §gÀÄvÁÛgÉ. ºÁUÁzÀgÉ CªÀjUÉ PÉÆlÖ MlÄÖ
¥É¤ì¯ï ¸ÀASÉå JµÀÄÖ?(2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
GvÀÛgÀ________________________
E) «zÁåyðUÀ½UÉ PÉÆlÖ MlÄÖ ¥É¤ì¯ï ¸ÀASÉåAiÀÄ£ÀÄß (ºÀwÛgÀzÀ £ÀÆgÀPÉÌ CAzÁdÄ ªÀiÁr) (1 CAQ)
GvÀÛgÀ____________________
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3. gÀ¹ÃwAiÀÄ£ÀÄß vÉAiÀiÁj¹
C¤®£À vÁ¬ÄUÉ ¢£À¹ ¥ÀzÁxÀðUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÀgÀ¨ÉÃPÁVzÀÄÝ C¤¯ï UÉ CzÀ£ÀÄß CAUÀr¬ÄAzÀ PÉÆAqÀÄ vÀgÀ®Ä ºÉÃ½zÀgÀÄ. (5
CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
1. vÉÆUÀjÃ¨ÉÃ¼É- 4 Q.¯ÉÆÃ
2. JuÉÚ- 2 °Ã.
3. FgÀÄ½î- 3 Q.¯ÉÆÃ.
4. PÉÆvÀÛA§j ©Ãd- 6 Q ¯ÉÆÃ.
5. PÁågÉmï- 7 Q.¯ÉÆÃ.
6. ºÁ®Ä – 3 °Ã.
DAUÀrAiÀÄ°è C¤®£ÀÄ F PÉ¼ÀUÉ PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀ zÀgÀ ¥ÀnÖ £ÉÆÃrzÀ
PÀæªÀÄ ¸ÀASÉå
«ªÀgÀ
¥ÀæªÀiÁt
vÉÆUÀjÃ¨ÉÃ¼É
1 Q. ¯ÉÆÃ.
1.
¸ÀPÀÌgÉ
1 Q. ¯ÉÆÃ.
2.
gÀªÉ
1 Q. ¯ÉÆÃ.
3.
ºÁ®Ä
1 °Ã.
4
PÉÆvÀÛA§j ©Ãd
1 Q. ¯ÉÆÃ.
5
JuÉÚ
1 °Ã.
6
FgÀÄ½î
1 Q. ¯ÉÆÃ.
7
PÁågÉmï
1 Q. ¯ÉÆÃ.
8

zÀgÀ (gÀÆ.)
20.00
10.00
5.00
22.00
27.00
19.00
29.00
38.00

£ÀAvÀgÀ vÁ¬Ä ºÉÃ½zÀ ªÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À£ÀÄß RjÃ¢¹zÀ. CªÀ£ÀÄ MlÄÖ JµÀÄÖ ºÀt ¥ÁªÀw¹zÀ? PÉ¼ÀV£À gÀ¹ÃwAiÀÄ£ÀÄß
¥ÀÇtðUÉÆ½¹.
PÀæªÀÄ ¸ÀASÉå
1.
2.
3.
4
5
6
MlÄÖ

«ªÀgÀ
vÉÆUÀjÃ¨ÉÃ¼É

¥ÀæªÀiÁt
4 Q. ¯ÉÆÃ.
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4. PÉ¼ÀUÉ PÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀ ±Á¯Á DªÀgÀtzÀ ¸ÀÄvÀÛ¼ÀvÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß PÀAqÀÄ »r¬Äj.
(3 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)

J

15 «ÄÃ

©

10«ÄÃ

10 «ÄÃ

¹

r

10«ÄÃ

10 «ÄÃ

E

15 «ÄÃ

PÉ

GvÀÛgÀ______________________
5. MAzÀÄ §qÁªÀuÉAiÀÄ 5 PÀlÖqÀUÀ¼À «ªÀgÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß F PÉ¼ÀV£À avÀæzÀ°è ¤ÃqÀ¯ÁVzÉ.F ªÀiÁ»w DzsÀj¹ ªÀÄÄA¢£À
¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ¼À£ÀÄß GvÀÛj¹.
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1. PÀlÖqÀUÀ¼À£ÀÄß CªÀÅUÀ¼À CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À ¸ÀASÉåUÀ¼À E½PÉ PÀæªÀÄzÀ°è §gÉ¬Äj( ºÉZÀÄÑ CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛ¼Àî PÀlÖqÀ¢AzÀ PÀrªÉÄ
CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛ¼Àî PÀlÖqÀzÀªÀgÉ«UÉ) (2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
PÀlÖqÀ

PÀæªÀiÁAPÀ/¸ÁÜ£À

CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À ¸ÀASÉå

2.Cw ºÉZÀÄÑ CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛ¼Àî PÀlÖqÀPÀÆÌ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ Cw PÀrªÉÄ CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛ¼Àî PÀlÖqÀPÀÆÌ EgÀÄªÀ CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À CAvÀgÀ JµÀÄÖ? (1
CAQ)
PÀlÖqÀ
PÀlÖqÀzÀ ºÉ¸ÀgÀÄ
CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À ¸ÀASÉå
JvÀÛgÀzÀ PÀlÖqÀ
aPÀÌ PÀlÖqÀ
CAvÀgÀ

3. PÀlÖqÀ A EAzÀ PÀlÖqÀ D ªÀgÉ«UÉ EgÀÄªÀ zÀÆgÀ JµÀÄÖ?(PÉÃAzÀæ¸ÁÜ£À¢AzÀ PÀlÖqÀQÌgÀÄªÀ CAvÀgÀªÀ£ÀÄß avÀæzÀ°è
PÉ¼À¨sÁUÀzÀ°è ¤ÃqÀ¯ÁVzÉ) (1 CAQ)

GvÀÛgÀ:________________
4. F PÉ¼ÀV£À AiÀiÁªÀ PÀlÖqÀUÀ¼ÀÄ 6 CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ½VAvÀ PÀrªÉÄ CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛ ºÉÆA¢zÉ? (1 CAQ)
1. PÀlÖqÀ A ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÀlÖqÀ B
2. PÀlÖqÀ D ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÀlÖqÀ B
3 PÀlÖqÀ A ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÀlÖqÀ D
4 PÀlÖqÀ D ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÀlÖqÀ E
5 PÀlÖqÀ E ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÀlÖqÀ B
6 EzÁªÀÅzÀÆ C®è
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5. PÀlÖqÀ A, B ªÀÄvÀÄÛ C UÀ¼À MlÄÖ CAvÀ¸ÀÄÛUÀ¼À ¸ÀASÉå JµÀÄÖ? (1 CAQ)

GvÀÛgÀ_________________________________

1. F PÉ¼ÀV£À avÀæzÀ ¸ÀgÀtÂAiÀÄ°è£À ªÀÄÄA¢£À avÀæªÀ£ÀÄß ºÉ¸Àj¹ (2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)

GvÀÛgÀ:_______________

2.F PÉ¼ÀV£À CAQUÀ¼À ¸ÀgÀtÂAiÀÄ£ÀÄß ¸ÀjAiÀiÁzÀ CAQ¬ÄAzÀ ¥ÀÇtðUÉÆ½¹.(2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
6

8

14

20

2

5

7

9

8

13

21

29

14

21

35
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3. ¸ÀÆPÀÛ GvÀÛgÀªÀ£ÀÄß DAiÉÄÌªÀiÁr (2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)

DAiÉÄÌUÀ¼ÀÄ

GvÀÛgÀ_____________________
4. F CAQUÀ¼À ¸ÀgÀtÂAiÀÄ ªÀÄÄA¢£À CAQAiÀÄ£ÀÄß §gÉ¬Äj (2 CAPÀUÀ¼ÀÄ)
220, 200,100,80,40,20, __________
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Individual Tests for Class 5

Source: adapted from Aane banthu onda Aane by Na D'Souza

Aspects
Student reads the passage fluently with proper punctuation, intonation
Student reads the passage with either intonation and punctuation
Student reads the passage fluently , problems with punctuation, and
intonation
Student struggles but manages to read the passage
Student can only read words and not sentences
Student can only recognize alphabets
Student refuses to read

English Reading:
Instructions:
Explain to the student that they will be scored on the basis of following:
1. Punctuation
2. Intonation
3. Fluency
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Marks
10 Marks
9 marks
8 Marks
6 Marks
4 Marks
2 Mark
0 marks
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Marking Scheme
Aspects
Student reads the passage fluently with proper punctuation, intonation
Student reads the passage with either intonation and punctuation
Student reads the passage fluently , problems with punctuation, and
intonation
Student struggles but manages to read the passage
Student can only read words and not sentences
Student can only recognize alphabets
Student refuses to read

Marks
10 Marks
9 marks
8 Marks
6 Marks
4 Marks
2 Mark
0 marks

Passage:
Father took me to visit Uncle Lal’s dairy farm. I saw all of Uncle Lal's cows. He has fifty cows. They eat
grass in the big green farms. In the evening the farmers bring them to the barn to be milked. Uncle Lal
sells his milk in the city.

Kannada Listening:
Passage
Kumar and Srinivas went to the shop to buy vegetables for their mother at 12 O’ Clock. They bought 1 kg
tomatoes and 0.5kg of onions. They had Rs. 50 with them. They shopkeeper said “Give me Rs. 20 for the
tomatoes and Rs. 15 for the onions.” They came back home after fifteen minutes with the change.
Questions:
1.

Who went to the shop? [Kumar and Srinivas]

2.

How many kilos of vegetables did they buy? [One and a half kgs]

3.

How much change did they obtain from the shopkeeper? [ Rs. 15]

4.

What time did they come home? [12:15 pm]

5. Who goes to the market in your house and what vegetables do they buy?
6. What else things do you think should sold in the shop or market that you go to often? (marking scheme
1 point per question)
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Classroom Observations: Distribution of Teachers

Observation

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

The teacher displays
enthusiasm for the
content the students are
studying

Number of KY
teachers

5

14

1

0

3.20

Number of NK
teachers

2

16

3

0

2.95

The teacher creates a
positive learning
environment (climate)
more than just the
absence of negativism
and criticism -and a safe
and positive space for
learning

Number of KY
teachers

3

17

0

0

3.15

Number of NK
teachers

3

16

1

1

3.00

The teacher presents the
learners with challenging
but appropriate learning
goals and materials

Number of KY
teachers

3

11

6

0

2.85

Number of NK
teachers

3

11

6

1

2.76

The teacher is clear and
accurate in the
presentation of the
material to be learned

Number of KY
teachers

5

11

4

0

3.05

Number of NK
teachers

1

15

4

0

2.85

Number of KY
teachers

3

13

3

0

3.00

Number of NK
teachers

4

8

8

1

2.71

Number of KY
teachers

5

12

3

0

3.10

Number of NK
teachers

2

15

3

1

2.86

Number of KY
teachers

4

14

2

0

3.10

Number of NK
teachers

0

14

7

0

2.67

The students are engaged
(attentive and motivated )
in the instruction
The teacher organizes
time, space, movement
and learner behavior to
achieve flow within a
lesson

The teacher moves
around the classroom
(rather than remaining at
his or her desk or at one
place in the classroom)
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The teacher invites
responses from students
with questions but also
opens space for students
to initiate talk

Number of KY
teachers

3

14

3

0

3.00

Number of NK
teachers

2

13

5

1

2.76

The teacher listens
carefully to the comments
and responses of learners
and builds on their ideas

Number of KY
teachers

3

15

1

1

3.00

Number of NK
teachers

1

13

7

0

2.71

Number of KY
teachers

1

3

2

2

2.38

Number of NK
teachers

0

4

5

2

2.18

Number of KY
teachers

3

10

7

0

2.80

Number of NK
teachers

1

11

9

0

2.62

The teacher uses
instructional aids
effectively to support
teaching and learning

Number of KY
teachers

1

12

6

0

2.74

Number of NK
teachers

3

12

6

0

2.86

The students have
opportunities to engage in
discussion about the
content (concepts and
skills
The teacher helps the
students to connect the
learning inside of school
to the uses of knowledge
outside of school
The students have
opportunities to
write/author texts for
themselves and the others
that support learning

Number of KY
teachers

1

16

2

0

2.95

Number of NK
teachers

4

10

7

0

2.86

Number of KY
teachers

4

12

3

0

3.05

Number of NK
teachers

1

11

7

1

2.60

Number of KY
teachers

0

15

3

0

2.83

Number of NK
teachers

1

9

9

0

2.58

The teacher adapts
instruction for special
needs learners

The teacher uses a variety
of instructional
methodologies
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Evaluation of Ongoing Portfolios
Examining a sample of ongoing portfolios we are able to examine how these skills are developed. The
sample consisted of 35 ongoing portfolios from the five schools. 20 class 3 portfolios and 15 class 5
portfolios. These were examined to assess the types of activities undertaken to develop various skills. The
skills considered are based on the Kalikayatna progress cards.
Skills to be learnt

English writing

Guidelines issued

Observations from class

Observations from class 5 portfolios

by Prajayatna

3 portfolios

Practice writing

English translations of

English translations of Kannada words,

skills both numbers

words in Kannada, copied

sounds in English. Poems, various lists of

and letters. Write

passages, alphabets,

words, usage of how and what ,

both easy and more

words, Rhyming three

opposites, Rare instances of questions

complex letters.

letter words- Not many

and answers.

Write correct words examples of
and write

comprehension passages

sentences. Ability

or essays

to communicate
Kannada writing

ideas in written
form

Words, copied passages,

Words, copied passages .Excercises

plurals and singular- Not

involving singular and plurals of words,

many examples of

Some descriptions of parents with

comprehension passages

photographs. Some examples of

or essays

questions and answers and letters. Some
instances of essays

Skills to be learnt

Numbers

Guidelines issued

Observations from class

Observations from class 5 portfolios

by Prajayatna

3 portfolios

Identify numbers

Positions, break up of

Lists of numbers, some examples of

and able to locate

numbers, upto three digits

greater and lesser than . Also break up of
numbers into 1000’s, 100’s, 10’s , 1’s

them on the
number line.
Should be able to
write the first 1000
numbers. Learn
how to apply the
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knowledge of
numbers
Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication

Use objects to do
simple addition

Three and two digits-

Generally, three or more digit additions.

Generally seem to have

Certain occasions multiple numbers are

Be able to add two quite a few addition
three digit
numbers. Be able to problems
word problems.
Speed and accuracy
is also important.
Be able to apply
addition to different
situations in real
life.

answered. Some instances of statement

Similar skills as

Three digits examples are

Generally three digit problems

addition

frequently observed

Be able to use

Two digits *1- attempts

objects in real life

to link it to addition not

and be able to do

apparent. Tables

problems.

Multiplication two and three digits.

simple
multiplication. Use
tables to do
multiplication. Be
able to do
multiplication
problems with
accuracy and
speed. Use
multiplication in
the right situations
Division

Be able to do one

Many digits by a single

Generally large numbers by one digit.

digit division with

digit- frequently the

Some instances in which it is more than

speed and

attempts to link it to

one digit

accuracy. Employ

multiplication are seen

the right sign to do
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division.
Skills to be learnt

Guidelines issued

Observations from class

Observations from class 5 portfolios

by Prajayatna

3 portfolios

Fractions/

Introduction to the

Very few instances- Saw

Shaded segments, Cases of

Decimals

concept of

some exercises with

multiplication, improper fractions

fractions.

shading

present. Instances where the relation

Understand the idea

between fractions and decimals present

of dividing a single
entity.
Shapes

Some drawings of

Instances of three dimensional figures

shapes- Do not seem to

and exploring properties of these figures

be many exercises which

such as number of corners and faces etc.

link shapes to the world
around us
Time

Identify the parts of

Few instances where

Clocks drawn. Some problems with

the day dawn /

clocks are drawn

hours and minutes, connections with

morning, afternoon

fractions, decimals and percentages not

etc. Know that time

seen.

is broken into
minutes, seconds,
hours days. On a
clock identify the
time. Estimate the
time taken for
certain for activity
Weight

Should be

Some exposure to grams and kilograms

introduced to

and ideas of a balance.

weight and widthGrams , kilograms
and litres. Use
these terms in the
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right context
Area

Introduction to

Not included

areas, perimeters.

Examples of area and perimeter
problems.

Ability to use a
measuring tape to
calculate areas. Use
area concept in the
right context
Skills to be learnt

Percentages

Guidelines issued

Observations from class

Observations from class 5 portfolios

by Prajayatna

3 portfolios

Need to be

Not included

Some examples

Not included

Need to look again for examples

introduced to the
concept of
percentages and
apply it in real life.
Able to relate it to
the concept of
percentages.
Simple interest
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